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ABSTRACT 
We have performed a careful measurement of the shape of the 
beta spectrum of He6. A detailed study of the phenomenon of electron 
scattering in our thin lns magnetic spectrometer enabled us to inter-
pret the spectrum shape from the end point at W0 • 3.,0 t .02 Mev. dOlln 
to 1/14 W0 = 0.250 Mev. The experi.mental shape has been compared with 
the theoretically predicted shape for allowed spectra. The influence of 
the pseudoscalar interaction on the shape of the He6 spectrum has also 
been considered. From these measurements we have been able to set limits 
on the Fierz interference in the Gamow-Teller interaction as well as on 
I 
the magnitude of the pseudoscalar coupling ())nstants. These limits have 
been interpreted in tenns of the relative magnitudes of the axial vector, 
pseudoscalar, and tensor coupling constants using the two component theory 
of the neutrino and assuming that the complete beta decay Hamiltonian pro-
posed by Lee aid Yang is or is not invariant under time reversal. We have 
also calculated the effect on the spectrum shape of the production of inner 
Bremsstrahlung in beta decay and have shown this effect to be at the limit 
of experimental detectability. 
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EXperimental investigations of the shapes of the continuous 
fl-spectra of both allowed and forbidden fl-decay provide pertinent in-
formation necessary to specify the form of the ~-decay Hamiltonian. 
In particular, the Fierz interference terms between Scalar and Vector 
interactions and between Tensor and Axial vector interaction have been 
found to be very small. Toeether with the results of the f3-9 angular 
correlation experlinents, this information has led us to believe that 
the Scalar and Tensor interactions are the predominant ones in p-decay. 
The recent evidence indicating that the ~-decay Hamiltonian is not 
invariant under parity transformation and charge conjugation, as well 
as, the present speculation that the Hamiltonian may not be invariant 
under time reversal,has cast some doubts on the old interpretation of 
the experimental results. 
We have attempted a precise measurement of the allowed p-
spectrUill of He6 .. in order to obtain a lower limit on the 1''ierz inter-
ference. We have interpreted these measurements in terms of the 
various combinations of possible invariance properties of the ~-decay 
Hamiltonian and the properties of the 'neutrino field. 
It has also been indicated by several authors that the shape 
of the fl-spectrum of He6 may afford information regarding the magnitude 
of the pseudoscalar coupling constant in ~-decay. There is at present 
little indication that the pseudoscalar interaction plays any role in 
6 the B-decay. From a precise measurement of the He spectral shape we 




Historically, the measurementsof the shapes of ~-spectra 
have been beset with instrumental difficulties of various types. The 
most significant experimental distortion of the spectral shapes was 
due to the scattering of electrons in the spectrometer source and 
detector. Rather complete studies of these phenomena have been re-
ported in the literature ,and maiy of these studies were performed in 
this laboratory. Since the maximum energy of the He 6 spectrum is 
large, distortion of spectral shape due to electron scattering in 
the spectrometer baffle system has been found to b~ more serious than 
scattering in the source and detector. 
In order to obtain a precise measurement of the He6 spectrum, 
we have studied the phenomenon of baffle scattering extensively. By 
measuring the spectrum of electrons transmitted by our magnetic spec-
trometer with the use of a scintillation spectrometer,we have been 
able to obtain a quantitative measure of the baffle scattering effect. 
We have also considered the possibility of small deviations 
of the theoretically predicted spectrum shape due to the emission of 
inner bremsstrahlung in the ~-decay as well as the very small effect 
of the finite nuclear recoil energy. 
The precise measurements ,together with extensive inves-
tigation of the scattering effects and other small corrections,have 
enabled us to make a significant comparison of the He6 spectrum shape 
with that predicted by the theory over the range of energies from 
1/14 of maximum energy to the end point of the spectrum. 
3 
I. THE THEORY OF ALLOWED ~-DECAY 
The Shape of the Allowed Spectrum 
The~decay reaction can be represented by the following 
equation: 
(1-1) 
The rate of decay from a complex nucleus is given by the usual first 
order perturbation fonnula for transitions from a discrete quantum 
state to a continuum of final states: 
.l1T 




P(E:) is the probability of eaission of an electron into a unit 
energy interval, is the density of final states available to 
the system of electron and neutrino, and recoil, and H is the matrix 
element of the interaction Hamiltonian. 
Since the specific nature of the forces involved in the 
decay are not known, one can only appeal to general invariance prin-
ciples of physics, and to the desire for simplicity, to limit the 
choice of the form of the Hamiltonian. 
Fermi's original theory(l)proposed that the Hamiltonian was 
a function only of the field operators of tne four particles involved 
in the decay, and that no derivative operators were to be included. 
Except for the attempts of Konipinski and Uhlenbeck to explain some 
unfortunately incorrectly measured ~-spectra by introducing derivative 
operators, almost all the theoretical work to date has considered only 
• 
the "simplest" case of interactions not involving such operators. 
Experiment indicates that most ~-decay phenomena can be explained 
within the framework of this simplifying assumption. 
The invariance requirements on the Lagrangian and also on the 
p-decay Hamiltonian which had been assumed until recently were invariance 
under: 
a. Proper Lorentz transformations 
b. Space inversion (or parity transformation) 
c. Charge Conjugation 
d. Time reversal 
The Hamiltonian density which conforms to both the above 
mentioned simplicity requirement (ie. no derivative operators) and 
to the invariance requirement (a) above is: 
Jt = (~+1,, lf't\)(c/r;1"lJl-v + c~Y'e+-Y.,-Ys-4'~) 
+ ( lf;ilit L\'") ( Cv ~t+i., 1, lpv + C~ Y'e+ i'f~ i/f-v) 
+ ~l ~f+1" \li\""~")(c.1' o/e+i11SP'Ll'v +C~ f;i11 '7",141/fv) 
+ ( ~;1'l1"41r U?"Xe.cA lf'e+i.,11r 4'.;C~ fe+11/ 'V)A- tf-v) 






The terms involved in (1-3) are as follows: 'f, / t.\'~ r lfe ..- ~'V 
.are the field operators of the proton, neutron, electron and neutrino, 
respectivelya the matrices ~ are ,.,, = -i ~ol~ "V.,: ~ ) 
~")4 ~ -1 ~ (1,--i, -t'..,.. '1~) ) ......, " : "'I, 'Y a.."Y >,,....," 
where ~ and ~ are thf:l usual 4 X 4 Dirac ma.trices.( 2) The Ci , 
Ci' are the coupling constants, named according to the transformation 
properties of the heavy particle part of the Hamiltonian. 
Until recently it was believed trat the Hamiltonian must be 
invariant also under transformations (P), (C), and (T) mentioned above. 
t 
In this case either all the values Ci must be zero (or all Ci must be 
) 
zero depending upon the transformation properties of the neutrino field.(3)) 
In this case the Hamilton (1-3) reduces to the usual Hamiltonian discuss-
ed in the previous ~-decay literature. 
The recent experiment of Wu etal(4) has shown that the ~-decay 
Hamiltonian is not invariant under p and c transformations. We tmrefore 
include all ten coupling constants of Eq. (1-3) according to the pro-
posals of Lee and Yang.(5) 
For the present discussion we shall also not assume that ){ 
is invariant under charge conjugation or time reversal. 
The Hamiltonian of Eq. (1-3) may be rewritten in terms of 
~ ~ 
the 4 X 4 matrices ~ / ol. / V ~ 'is 
in the following manner: 
Non-Relativistic Relativistic 
., l ~; ~ t 1· [ c,, "'e~ 't,, + c; ~e+J1, ~1') 
( (tn .. tl) 
6 
+~P1 ~&-~)·Lc,.~.+~~~.., + c.; ~e+~q1/f,,] 
+(4'p~~ ~~}[CA fe~ lJ'v + C~ lf1e~~ ~V 1 
+ 
+ 
Although this form does not evidence the elegant synnnetry 
of Eq.(1-3),it is more useful for the present discussion. The valuation 
1,. 
of \Hl in Eq. (1-2) involves the calculation of the matrix element 
H = L ) j-{ J. ~ ; where j-C is integrated over the nuclear 
~ 
volume, the 4 field operators being replaced by the wave functions 
of the 4 particles, all taken at the same point and summed over all 
nucleons. 
If the nucleus is sufficiently heavy, the nuclear 
recoil momentum is small compared to the momenta of neutrino and 
electron. If the rest mass of the neutrino is assumed to be zero 
then we have the following relation: 
(1-4) 
where f 0 is 1;.he available total decay energy and €v ,.._ Ee are 
neutrino and electron energies. 
The term ~(E-) in Eq. (1-2) then tecoroos the density of 
states available to an electron and neutrino where € : €~ • 
According to the usual calculation of phase space available to the two 
particles, electron and neutrino~ 
~ + 't-
are the momenta of the electron and neutrino respectively (all units 
are: for energy: m0 c2 and for momentum: m0 c where m0 is one electron 
rest mass and c is the velocity of lightJ (m0 c2 = 511 kev)) _f'l. is 
the volume over which the electron and neutrino wave functions are to 
be normalized and we have written 
(The integrals over dwe and dwz are to be perfonned if the angular 




After integrating over angles, and over the neutrino momentum, 
and retaining only those terms which are dependent upon the electron 





I fiLP'/'l... we For the discussion of the evaluation of o'b, 
shall assume that the coulomb field of the nucleus, into which the 
electron is emitted, is turned off. The effects of the coulomb field 
will be discussed below. We desire to find the dependence of 
8 
IH ),_ upon the electron energy in order to obtain the spectrum 
shape. 
In the Eq. (1-)a) some of the tenns are titled 11 non-rela-
tivistic 11 and some, "relativistic." This nomenclature refers to 
the nucleon velocities in the nucleus. The operators appearing in 
the terms labled "relativistic'' connect the large components with 
the small components of the spinors describing the nucleons. The 
operators appearing in the terms labled "non relativistic" do not 
mix the large and small parts of the nucleon spinors. Since v/c 
for the nucleons is "' 1/10 the relativistic terms are small. The selection 
rules for nuclear spin change in the decay for the relativistic terms 
are different from those for the non-relativistic terms, which further 
reduces their value for allowed decay. We shall therefore consider 
these terms to be negligible, except for the Pseudoscaler coupling. 
In evaluating the matrix element j H \ we shall now take 
the spatial dependence cf the spinor wave functions of the electron 
and neutrino to be plane waves of the form e 
. ~ ~ ,,. ..... 
of using spherical waves will be discussed below. 
• The possibility 
Since the wave 
length of the electron emitted in the decay is generally large com-
pared to the nuclear radius, a series expansion of the spatial part 
of the lepton wave functions 
9 
is useful. 
It can be shown that the terms of the summation (l-9)decrease by 
two to three orders of magnitude for each successive term (r < Radius 
of Nucleus). It can also be shown that the nth term in the sum-
mation corresponds to decay in which ~ units of orbital aneular mo-
mentum are carried off by the neutrino-electron system. If we con-
sider only those terms which arise in (H \ 1,.. from the .first term 
of Eq. 9 ,we perform the "allowed" approximation and will obtain the 
so called allowed spectrum shape. We shall now consider only the 
allowed decay. In this case, as can be seen from (1-9), the spa-
tial parts of the electron arrl neutrino wave functions are constant 
over the nuclear volume and may be removed from the integral over 
the nuclear volume. 
The Matrix element can now be re-written: 
where imf is the swn over the different orientations of the final 
nucleus. Averaging over the initial spin states is implied in Eq. 10) 
S · indicates the sum of terms arising from the five inter-
1 
actions indicated in 3a,where the respective operators are symbolized 
by D· and 2. indicates summation over the k nucleons J ) ~ 
of the nucleus. ~-v indicates summation over the possible spin 




We wish to study the term S 'f';Oj l/N d 7' which appears 
in (l-10). In the non-relativistic approximation for the nuclear 
wave functions, those operators w11ich differ only by a factor ~ are 
simply related. (The ~-matrix does not mix terms of different spin}. 
The following relations exist between the matrix elanents: 
110 o~o 
It is the equality of the scalar and vector nuclear matrix elements 
and of the tensor and axial vector matrix elements which gives rise 
to the terms MF and MGT corresponding to the Fermi and the Gamow-
(1-12) 
( 1-13) 
Teller selection rules of allowed p-decay. The selection rules indicated 
at the right of Eqs. (1-11) and (1-12) refer to ~he nuclear spin change in 
the p-decay. Unless these selection rules hold, the indicated 
nuclear matrix element is zero, and the decay cannot proceed via 
this type of interaction in the allowed approximation. 
After performing the indicated sun~ of equation (1-10) 
11 
and substituting the notation of (1-11) (1-12} for the nuclear 





We wish now to identify the terms of Eq. (1-14) • 
...). ..... 
Terms of the form Cl.i _1:i. are a result 
ie 
of the decay due to any of the four individual interactions, the 
constant being the electron-neutrino angular correlation 
coefficient for different interactions. When integration is per-
formed over the angles between electron and neutrino, the terms with 
co-efficients a_ will contribute nothing to the electron spectrum. 
Terms of the form are the F'ie:rz interference 
terms. It is most important to note that interference occurs only 
between S and V and between Tand A interactions, but not between S 
and A, or S and T, or V and A, or V and T. There is no interference 
12 
between the Fermi and Gamow-'T'eller comnonents of the :inter;:.ction. 
Upon integration over dwedwz Eq. (1-lh) reduces to 
(1-16) 
6 
For the decay of He where ~J = 1 in the allowed 
Ppproximation we have 
(1-17) 
Coulomb Effects 
In the previous section we have considered that the 
electron emitted in beta-decay may be described by a plane wave. 
This approximation neglects the effect of the Coulomb field of 
the nucleus. 
The shape factors presented in the previous section have 
been calculated by Tholhoek and De Groot( 6) using spherical waves 
for the neutrino and coulomb wave functions for the electrons. They 
' used the old Hamiltonian in which all Ci • O. The method of cal-
culation and the "allowed approximation" are similar to those 
used in the absence of Coulomb effects. The shape factors for the 
resulting spectrum are quite similar. 
Including the Coulomb effect, the energy distribution for 
allowed spectra is given by (5) 
This equation differs from the Eq. (1-21) by the factor 
F(Z,t} multiplying 'the total distribution, and the factor of 
in the interference term. 
13 
14 
F( Z, e } is called the Fenni function and is essentially equal to 
the ratio of the square of the electron wave 
function calculated in a coulomb field and evaluated at the nuclear 
radius to the square of the free electron wave function evaluated 
at the same point. The function F(Z, E ) has been calculated for 
all Z and in convenient intervals of energy by Feister( 7) and by 
Rose.(8) 
Both Rose(9) and Reitz(lO) have cala.ilated the effect of 
atomic screening of the Coulomb potential of the nucleus on the function 
F(Z, t- ) • For the case of t=(3 /i).;Loo ME'.V and Z small, as in 
the region of analysis of the He6 spectrum, the screening correction 
is extremely small compared to the experimental accuracy. 
The Coupling Constants 
Previous experiments and analyses to determine the relative 
magnitude of the coupling constants of j3-decay can be grouped in 
five classes. 
a) study of spectral shapes of allowed and forbidden spectra 
b) study of j3-v angular correlation experiments 
c) study of f-'T" values and decay rates 
d) atudyof K capture to positron branching ratios 
e) j3-decay from oriented nuclei 
of 
A discussion of the first three methods,an4'the results of 
experiments hawe been presented by c. S. Wu. ( ll) For a discussion of 
the fourth method the reader is referred to the experimental paper of 
Sherr and Miller. (l2 ) The fifth method is disru ssed extensively in 
in 
the recent papers of Lee and Yang(5), as well asj\.the paper of C. S. 
Wu eta1.(4) 
The interpretations of the experimental evidence depends 
intimately upon the form chosen for the j3-decay Hamiltonian which, 
int urn, depends upon the invariance requirements set. Until the 
recent theoretical speculations of Lee and Yang and the experimental 
verification of the lack of conservation of parity by Wu eta1(4) and 
by Lederman etal,(l3) the Hamiltonian was assumed to be invariant 
under Parity Transformation, charge conjugation, and time reversal, 




EXperiments mentioned above have shown that the Hamiltonian is not 
invariant under parity transformation or charge conjugation. No 
evidence regarding invariance under time reversal is yet known--
although several experiments have been proposed to test for its 
validity. 
Lee and Yang have recently proposed a "two component 
theory" for the neutrino. According to this theory, the neutrino 
field takes the form of a two component spinor satisfying the 
equation: 
q. ·\ l/'v • ~ ~t-v (1-19) 
The ~~eor1 presumes a zero wass for the neutrino. The neutrino 
Hamiltonian is not invariant under space inversion (parity) or 
charge conjugation. The authors have shown that "all calculations 
using conventional theory of the neutrino with tm Hamiltonian of 
Eq.(1-3) (or 1-Ja) concerning p-decay give the same results as the 
two component theory" if the choice of coupling constants is: 
C. - +c' L - - l (1-20) 
The sign chosen in equation (l-20) is to be the same for all five 
sets of interactions, and the choice depends upon whether a neutrino 
(right handed screw) or an anti-neutrino is emitted in the ~-decay 
of the neutron. 
Table I gives the conditions imposed upon the coupling 
constants of the Hamiltonian of Eq. 3 (and 3a) according to the 
invariance asswnptions and the neutrino picture assurred. 
17 
TABLE I 
Invariance assumed and Requirements upon the coup-
specific description of ling constants of Hamiltonian 
the neutrino if any. (all of Eq. 3 and ( Ja) 
include proper Lorentz 
invariance) 
Invariance under T, c, p All c~ real 
(the "old" assumption now All Ci = 0 
1 known to be incorrect.) (or all Ci = 0 
:for purposes of discussion 
we shall assune all ci'=0 
Invariance not required for No requirements on any Ci 
2 P, C, or T. or C •I J. 
3 I:wariance under T All Ci and Ci' are real (and CP) 
Two component neutrino pie- All ci = +c.' 
4 tu re invariance not required - J. 
on T 
Two component neutrino pie- All c. = + c.' 
ture. Invariance required J. - J. 
5 under T (and CP) All c1 real 
18 
II. SMALL CORRECTIONS TO THE ALLOWED ~-SPECTRUM SHAPE 
EquPtion (1-18) of Chapter I has presented the treoretical 
energy distribution for an "allowed" spectrum. Experimental inves-
tigations of shapes of allowed spectra have shown that within the 
limits of experimental accuracy, the predictions of Eq. (1-18} are 
correct. They have further shown that the interference terms bF 
and boT are smaller than Nl5 per cent.(ll) This evidence provides 
certain relations between the coupling constants Ci and ci' of Eq. 
(l-3). 
We shall attempt to set a lower limit on the magnitude 
of the interference tenns bGT from an investigation of the ~-spectrum 
of He6. Since the theory of Chapter I leading to equation (1-18) 
is only an approximate one, we must consider possible theoretically 
predictable deviations of the ~-spectrum of He6 from the form of Eq. 
(l-18). Such considerations will be the subject of this chapter. 
In particular the three phenomena: (1) Pseudoscalar inter-
ac+..i.on (2) Inner Bremsstrahlung correction and (3) Recoil correction 
will be discussed below. 
The first is the possible contribution of pseudoscalar 
coupling to the allowed ~-decay. It will be shown that <X>nsideration 
of this interaction, and comparison with experimental results,will 
enable us to set experimental limits on the relative magnitude of the 
pseudoscalar coupling constants in p-decay. 
The second phenomenon is the effect upon the ~-spectrum 
shape of the emission of real electromagnetic radiation during the 
p-decq process. The existence of "inner Bremsstrahlung" emission 
from a p-actie nucleus is well known. However, no quantitative 
evaluation of the influence of this process upon the p-spectrum 
shape has appeared in the literature. It will be shown in this 
chapter and in the final discussion of the analysis of the p-spectrum 
of He6 that this effect is not detectable with present techniques 
except as a possible shift in the maximum energy of allowed p-decays. 
The theory of Chapter I considers essentially the p-decay 
from an infinitely heavy nucleus. Because of the low atomic weight 
of He6 and the rather large energy available for p-decay, this decay 
is one of the most likely to show deviations due to the finite recoil 
energy of the nucleus. This effect is the third phenomenon discussed 
below. It is shown that corrections to the spectrum shape due to 
recoil energy are extremely small compared to the presently obtainable 
experimental accuracy. 
Within the currentl.1 accepted framework of the theory of 
p-decay, no other corrections to the usual allowed spectrum shape 
which might be greater than several tenths percent (over the energy 
range which we shall consider) are known. 
19 
20 
The Pseudoscalar Interaction in the @-decay of low Z Nuclei (for 
M = 1 no) 
In the discussion of Chapter I, the possible influence 
of the pseudoscalar coupling has not been considered for allowed 
~-decay. The pseudoscalar matrix element is nee-
essarily small because connects only large and small 
components of the nuclear spinor wave functions. However, since 
little is known of the magnitudes of the pseudoscalar coupling 
I 
constants, the possibility of very large Cp and Cp must be con-
sidered. 
In 1953 both }ujita an::I. Yrunada(lh) and Alaga, Kofoed-
Hansen, and Winther(l5) calculated, independently, an estimate for 
the effect of pseudoscalar coupling on the shape of the allowed ~­
spectra of He 6 and B12 • From the data available to them at that 
time they were able to set rather large upper limits on • 
In order to obtain the shape of the spectrum including 
the pseudoscalar coupling, one must evaluate the nuclear matrix 
of \ ( ..i. \"\.. 
elements in terms of the electron energy ancj.;\.the )\r matrix 
element which appears in the Gamow-Teller interaction. 
Upon examination of the pseudoscalar matrix elements the 
a ~ 
following properties become clear. 
1. If the plane wave approximation for the lepton wave 
function is made, and only the term constant over the nuclear volume 
is retained> the pseudoscalar nuclear matrix element becom~zero for 
a transition in which the parity of the nuclear wave function is 
unchanged. Therefore higher order (forbidden) terms must be in-
eluded in order to obtain non-zero value for the pseudoscalar matrix 
element. 
2. The operator iS' connects only the large and small 
components of the nuclear wave function, and therefore some model 
must be chosen to determine the "relativistic" components of the 
nucleon wave functions. 
Alaga et al have assumed that the Hint between the nu-
cleons can be described as a simple scaJar central potential. By per-
forming a F'oldy-Wouthhuysen transformation to find the "relativistic 
components" of the s·pinor wave functions and carrying the approx-
imation to order \ -~ t'\ in the nucJe ar mass, they have found the 
correction factor for the ~-spectrum. 
The result for the electron distribution is: 
p(,)t!E: K(~o·f:.) ... ~ErJ.~ ~ \ ~~v\" x 
21 
[ )4- l·~J'"-tlE.-!_} ... _ 1:. "J."'(t:o-E)](~ \ _ ~(2t-(t; -E))~ 1 3 1 e l CT 1"1) ~ ~ 0 Cr ..tt1 J 
(2-1) 
22 
This result is essentially the same as that of FUjita and 
Yamada ,who use a similar approximation to show that 
J ~-tr r :: fM J ~ 
• 
Since the Hamiltonian used by these authors conformed to all the in-
variance requirements of the old theory, they did not take account 
of the parity non-conserving terms of Eqs. )a (They assumed all C'=O) 
They also assurred that the coupling constants were real and that 
in light of the experimental evidence available to them 1 
(Thus they have not calculated interference terms between Pseudo-
scalar and Axial Vector) 
Recently, Morita (private communication) has recalculated 
the spectral distribution including the pseudoscalar coupling with 
the complete Hamiltonian of Eq. )a. The approximation for 'the 
J ~-fr t" is the same as above. The spectral distribution 
is then 
f{,)J~:: K ( (i:l> ... E)'' €. F(if) dE x 
{ ; Cr"r -+ ( '>'/,_ 1-"J ~ - ~ n) 2:.e_ i ) CrT bCrT \. ~ {;lf'1)" E (1- 2) 
-(c'*c .. c (iA ~r!c~•..-c;~'\l l(':!:t-2 -(Eo ... ~)\ 
T t> T f I r f J JM 3 e ) 
lb ere 
The terl'Tf) of the bracket of [ 2-2 ] are identified as follows: The 
first and third are tm usual terms of Gamow-Teller decay, the second 
is due to decay directly by the pseudoscalar interaction, and the 
fourth and fifth tenns are the interference between pseudoscalar, 
and tensor and axial vector interaction respectively. We shall 
neglect the second term. of (2-2) because of the very small co-
efficient (.l:..) 2 N lo-7 • 
2M 
As mentioned in Alaga•s paper, Ruderman(l6) has shown 
that in the case of pseudoscaler meson theory with pseudoscalar 
coupling, the pseudoscalar nuclear matrix ele~nt of ~-decay may 
be much larger thm. that obtained in the above approxima.t ion. 
Since one of the purposes of this experiment will be to 
set an upper limit on the energy dependent co-efficients of Eg.(25a), 
the possibility of a larger pseudoscalar matrix element than cal-
culated by A, K, and W, and by F and Y, and used in our correction 
factor will not invalidate our results. 
Effect of Inner Bremsstrahlung on ~-spectral shape 
The effect of emission of inner Bremsstrahlung in the 
~-decay process has long been known. All of the experiments on 
inner Bremsstrahlung have been measurements of the intensity and 
spectral distribution of the Bremsstrahlung. However, the effect 
upon the shape of the ~-spectrum due to the possibility of real 
radiation by the nucleus in the creation process of the ~-particle 
has not been previously considered. The effect is quite small. How .. 
ever, it was felt that a quantitative estimate of the distortion of 
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the spectrum due to this effect should be calculated. 
The inner Bremsstrahlung process has been considered by 
Knipp and Uhlenbeck as two step process: 
h --> (2-3) 
® 
The p-decay theory presented above considers only the inter-
mediate state,and the spectrum there derived should be corrected for 
possible radiation. The gross effect is to depress the energy of 
the whole ~-spectrum, the additional energy being carried off by 
the Bremsstrahlung. 
Knipp· and Uhlenbeck(l7) calculated the probability 
(2-4) 
for emission of a y-ray of energy ~ by an electron of energy €~ 
and momentum "?. e., , which, after y-emission, has energy €- and 
momentum ~ • (Note that this refers only to ~Bremsstrahlung.) 
In order to find the ~ner BrernsstrahlunE spectrum one 
performs an integration over G~ i.·e• 
( E:o 
S(R.):: ) d.G~ P(fe.) ~(Ge,R) 
I+~ 
where $(~')is the 'i spectrum, and ?(~.')is the probability dis-
tribution of the p-spectrum. 
It is found experimentally(lB) that both as to shape and 
total magnitude S ( R) calculated from the above formula is in 
(2-5) 
~easonably good agreement with the measured Bremsstrahlung dis-
tribution,thus suggesting the validity of the approximations used 
by Knipp and Uhlenbeck to derive ~ • 
We have calculated the effect of the ~-spectrum,shape 
by using this same probability function • 
We note that 
If we consider an interval J e of the ~-spectrum, then 
f o 
f(E)d' = [ P(e-) -t J £(~"1'k) P1(€.) rlee 
6 
where P'(~) is the probability distribution of electron energies 
at step(B)of Eq. (2-3h and P(~ ) is the probability distribution of 
electrons at step ( C). t 0 is the maximum energy available for decay. 
The second and third terms of (2-6) are identified as follows: 
The first is the probability of an electron at step B of (2-3) of 
energy higher than € losing sufficient energy by radiation to end 
up in step c at an energy between E and ~ .., d~ • The second 
term is the probability of &n electron initially in energy range 
E: .r & + dG losing energy by radiation to remove it .from 
the range ~ + ' ... cle: • 
Since we are interested only in the change of spectral 
shape due to this phenomenon,we have calculated: 
,0 e-' 
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I(t) - ~(&-) ol& l J "i:(E,7]) f 1(ce) Jf.t: )I(f?J,k) dR. (2-7) + 
' 
-p'(&)df - p'CE-i) 0 
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which is the correction factor for the ~-spectrum. 
Since the order of the correction is very small,it was con-
sidered sufficiently accurate to neglect the Fermi .function in Pf£.)Je , 
so that 
was used in the second term of Eq. (2-7) 
It should be noted that both of the integrals in (2-7) 
exhibit an inf:ra-re·d divergence. However, if a cut-off is chosen 
for the integrals, then the difference between them is cut-off in-
dependent in the limit of small cut-off. 
The result of this rather tedious integration is: 
IC~) =-
(2-8) 
.ft.r the evaluation of ".I:.(€:-) simplification of the alx>ve for-
mula is not feasible because of the cancellation of large tem&. 
For evaluation of the last integral -we have made the following 
approximation: 
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The first integral on the right side of (2-9) is evaluated numerically, 
and the second integral can be performed exactly. To within three 
significant .figures, (2-9) is independent oft( for the range .8' < .( <, '\5". 
We have calculated I (E-) for several values of f 0 over 
the spectrum range for each ~0 • '!he results are shown in Fig. 1. 
The correction factor is constant to within the limits of 
accuracy of any of the ~-spectra measurements which have been reported. 
If however, one conBiders the measurement of the ~-decay energy by 
straight line extrapolation of the Kurie Plot of an allowed ~- spectrum, 
then the incl us ion of the correction factor I ( E-) may displace the 
end point by NO.l percent. This is not far from the accuracy which 
has been quoted in sane recent end-point neasurements. If the tech-
niques of end point measurements are improved, the correction 
will have to be included in order to obtain correct decay energies. 
Effect of Nuclear Recoil on ~-Spectrum Shape 
In the evaluation of the phase space density available to 
the electron and neutrino and recoil in Chapter I,it has been assumed 
that the energy of the recoiling nuclues is zero. In the decay of 
He.." ·this energy has a maximum value of /V y K.EY·. 
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Kofoed-Hansen (l9) has calculated the correction factor for 
~he ~-spectrum if the above assumption is relaxed. It is 
where qi is the correlation coefficient of Eq. (1-14), and M is the 
nuclear mass. He has shown that R(e ) represents less than 0.2 per 
cent correction for the He6 spectrum. 
Expected Energy and Momentum Distribution for th~_l?_~~~?trum of H~~: 
The theoretical distribution of electron energies fort he 
He6 ~-Spectrum including all the effects discussed in this chapter, 
is r;iven by 
where P1(€-) is the distribution of Eq. ( 2-2) including the 
effect of the pseudoscalar interaction, I(~) is the inner Brems-
strahlung correction factor of Eq. (2-8) and R(f.) is the recoil cor-
rection factor of Eq. (2-10). 




P(&)d~: [KU{3~J1-(€-o-GY'1~ F(~1 e-)I(E-) R,(t-) J x 
(2-12) L:j ~ ~ f?e.(c,,c/,. + c,: c;•) +--1..(J -I b + ~ Re(c,,,cl +~c,:•)' {,T 3M G 6-T GT 3"1 ~ 
_ fJ..'--~C>-.L) ..L Re(Cplr*+C,:c;*) + 2-e_ { 17.,.-(e-0 -6')''-_ k. 'J'2.(t'b-e-J) J 
\.. ' 3M (.:lk)-a. 1> 9J E- t/c- • 
If we now make the following approximations: 
Eq. (2-12) can be reduced to: 
M = 18'7 
e,,....., '8 
-1 .. f1-11l~"'-::. J 
(2-13) 
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The momentum distribution is given by: 
f('))hl ,,, R (€:
0
-f; f'? • F(~/)I(t-) R(f') d( 
[1 
We shall compare the experimental spectrum with the above 
equation in an attempt to set upper limits upon the two co-efficients 
..L Re Ccrc* C 'cl*) 
311 _ T t p t 
_I&T 
For the sake of comparison of the above form with the older theory 
of p-decay we re-write the bracket of Eq. (2-15) on the assumption 
[ J ~ 
(2-16) 
III. THE DECAY OF He6: THE DECAY SCHEME, MAXIMUM ENERGY, MATRIX 
ELEMENTS AND SUI'rABILITY 01'' He6 ~-DECAY FDR DETECTION OF SHALL 
EFFECTS IN j3-DECAY 
Several authors have mentioned the advantages of a high 
energy j3-spectrum for detection of the small effects of Fierz inter-
ference and other deviations from "allowed shape. 11 Winther and 
Kofoed-Hanson(20) indicated the advantage of high energy spectra for 
detection of Fierz interference by the curves reproduced in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2a shows a theoretical straight line 11Kurie Plot ''with end point 
€0 , and a theoretical "Kurie Plot" with F'ierz interference correc-
tion factor normalized at the points f 1 = Ee.-.~ 
is the maximum deviation of the 
two curves. Fig. 2b shows a plot of A;:' for various values 
of b as a function of ~0 • It is clear that an end point of 
f: 0 ) I 0 -wic.'" is most suitable for detection of this effect. 
It is also necessary that the p-decay used for detec-
tion of small effects contain only one p-group of an;y significant 
intensity. 
It is preferable to investigate a spectrum which proceeds 
by only one of either the Fermi or Gamow-Teller type transitions. 
Otherwise, the distortions in the spectrum produced by interference 
phenomena within the two types of interactions cannot, in general, 
be separated. 
On the basis of the above mentioned criteria, the p-decay 




The decay scheme of He6 i.s Ehown in figure 3. The j3-decay 
of He6 has the highest energy of tny known p-decay in which inter-
faring groups are not present. The decay scheme shows the two lo~est 
excited states of Li6• The 3.57 Mev analogue state of the He6 ground 
state cannot be fed by j3-decay from He6, because of energy conservation. 
The 2.189 Mev state of Li6 has spin and parity 3+. Beta dee~ from 
He 6 to this level must be of the unique second forbidden type, and 
should have log f 'r "' 12. On this basis the j3-decay branching 
ratio would be -10-11 to this state. The extensive investigation 
of levels of Li6 by heavy particle excitation< 21) excludes the possi-
bility of other excited states cf Li6 below 3.5 Mev. Alw, several 
searches(22) for y rays from the decay of He6 have given negative 
results. 
Several measuremente( 23) of the half-life of He6 give an 
average value of 'f1;2 = .82 sec. 
The energy difference between the ground states of He6 and 
ti6 can be obtained by combining the following separate Q value measure-
ments. 
Reaction Q ~Mev2 Referemce 
Li7 + H3 ~ He6 + He4 9.79 ;t .03 25 
HJ ~ He3 + 13 0.0186 t .0002 26, 27 
Li 6 + H1 ___. He4 + He3 4.023 ± .002 28, 29 
H1 + Li7--"7 He4 + He4 17.343 + .001 28, 27 
They yield an energy difference of 3.55 ± .03 Mev for 
Li6 - He6 mass difference--the error being almost completely due to 
the Li7(t,d}He6 Q value uncertainty. 
Measurements of the He6 13-decay end-point have been 
performed by Perez-Mendez and Brown( 3o),who obtained 3.215 Mev,and 
more recently by Wu, et al(3l),who obtained 3.50 t .05 Mev. It will 
be shown that the results of this experiment indicate that: 
W0 • 3.50t.OJ Mev. 
The ft value for the He6 decay is 8o8t32 sec. This 
is the lowest known ft for any ~-decay. Recent estimates of the 
matrix element ) ~ '3e-} "l.. --the only one involved sig-
nificantly in the decay of He6 -- have been made by A.I. Bas(32) 
Baz presents estimates for I S ~I "1. on the basis 
of pure 1-s and pure j-j coupling, as well as intermediate ooup-
ling models for the nucleus. The extent of interroodiate coupling 
is determined by fitting the measured magnetic momant of Li6 to 
that predicted by different mixture couplings. 
The results are best surrrnarized as follows: 
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Coupling If G-f" 
pure L-S 6 
pure j-j 3.34 
intermediate 5.25 
The author points out that the intermediate coupling 
chosen also leads to calculation of the quadrupole monent of Li6 
which is in good agreenent with experiment. 
The value of l }G \1'can be calculated from the values 
of B and x discussed by Kofoed-Hansen and Winthe~~3) Taking B=2787t70 
and x=.560:t.Ol4 one obtains I~~}"'" =6.17t..20. However, if only 
the recently determined ft values of H3-He3 (ft=l060 sec) and ol4-N14 
(ft= 3090} beta decays are used, one obtains B = 2520 and x = .59, 
and therefrom, \ ~~f" = 5.28 for He6, in excellent agreenent with 
the intennediate coupling estimate of Baz. 
The relatively large matrix element of He6 beta decay 
suggests again that this decay is suitable for detection of small 
effects in beta decay. Since the 11 allowed11 matrix element is l:i rge., 
it is suggested that higher order effects upon the spectrum shape, 
which are neglected in the discussion of Chapter I, are likely to 
be smaller than usual. 
The low Z of the product nucleus Li6 also insures that 
errors in estimation of the effects of the coulomb field, and of the effect of 
finite nuclear size,will be less serious in their effect upon the 
spectral shape. 
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IV. PRODUCTION AND PURITY OF He6 
Production of He6 
He6 was produced by the nuclear reaction Be9(n,c(>He6. 
The threshold neutron energy for this reaction is o.64 Mev. 
A very fine 13& ( OH)2 powder(34) was placed loosely 
on six thin aluminum trays inside a 4" x 511 x 611 copper vacuum box. 
Immediately outside this box was a 1/4" x 1 11 x 5" water cooled Be 
block which, upon bombardment with 20 Mev. deuterons,formed the 
neutron source by the reaction Be9(d,n)LilO. The whole target assem-
bly was placed directly in front of the Brookhaven CO" cyclotron 
window in the external beam of the cyclotron. The Be block target 
was electrically insulated from the ground so that the deuteron cur-
rent could be measured. 
A. schematic diagram of the pumping and purifying sys-
tem for the gaseous activity is sho\111 in Fig. 4. A vacuum tank con-
taining several liters of 200 proof ethyl alcohol was at one end of 
the pumping system. The tank was slightly warmed to maintain a 
vapor pressure of Nl2 cm. Hg above the alcohol. Alcohol vapor 
diffused over the bombarded Be(OH) 2 powder and carried the activity 
with it through 40 ft. of 5/1611 copper tubing into the experinsntal 
area. The alcohol was then liquefied in a dry ice trap. (Approximately 
three pints were condensed in 12 hours' running time.) Above this trap 
the vapor pressure was 5µ. A liquid nitrogen trap condensed the re-
maining alcohol and reduced the pressure to "5 X 10-4 mm Hg. 
After the activity was purified by passage through an activated char-
coal trap, it was compressed by a small 7 liter/sec. oil diffusion 
pump. Pump vapors were trapped in another liquid nitrogen trap. The 
activity, now at fore-pump pressure of N 5µ,passed over red hot cal-
cium (in a stainless steel tube) for further purification, and then 
diffused into the spectrometer source volume. Another liquid nitrogen 
trap in the pumping line between the mechanical fore-pump and the 
spectrometer source volume removed the fore-pump vapors. A throttling 
valve on the fore-pump side of the source volume could increase the 
activity in the spectrometer by a factor of t.hree. However, a 
compromise had to be reached between the throttling ani the pumping 
efficiency of the small diffusion pump. If the pressure in the 
source volume rose above Nl5µ,the diffusion pump efficiency dropped 
quite rapidly. It is estimated that the total transit time of the 
activity from the target to the source volume was approximately 3 
sec.,or about 4 half lives of He6. With a cyclotron beam of &:J micro-
amperes deuterons on the target, about 106 atoms/sec. were delivered 
to the spectrometer source volume. However, this quantity was quite 
sensitive to the pressure conditions throughout the system. 
· Purity of He6 
The He6 production and purifying system was patterned 
almost identically after the one used by Rustad and Ruby(34) for the 
neutrino angular correlation experiments on He6. The essential dif-
ference is that in those experiments the Brookhaven reactor was used 
as the neutron source rather than the cyclotron. Since the old He6 
generator was still installed in the reactor, many of the purity tests 
on the gas were performed with that system. The Be(OH) 2 powder used 
for both He6 generators came from the same batch produced by the Brush 
Beryllium Company. 
The He6 produced at the reactor was tested for purity 
by a careful study of the gross decay curve of the activity and by a 
study of the decay rate of radiations emitted in limited energy ranges. 
The activity was passed through a 5 cm3 lucite volume which was fitted 
with a .OOl" aluminum window. The volume could be isolated from the 
pumping system by two electrically operated solenoid valves. The 
activity was detected with a l" thick plastifluor scintillation spec-
trometer. The decay of the activity was recorded with the use of a 
moving tape pen recorder. The decay was followed,accepting both the 
whole spectrum, and also small portions of the ~-spectra at different 
energies, by using an Atomic Single Channel Analyzer. 
The results of these studies showed that a 2 per cent 
Ne23 activity was present,and was not reduced with the use of charcoal 
traps. N16 activity was effectively removed by the charcoal traps. 
No other activities were found greater than "'().2 per cent. 
Similar but less extensive tests were performed with 
the cyclotron He6 generator. Half-life measurements indicated that 
the percentage of Ne23 had risen to about 55 per cent due to the 
higher energy of the neutrons at the cyclotron. The contaminant 
activity was definitely identified as Ne23 by four indications: 
1. The contaminant ratio was not affected by the hot 
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calcium trap -- Ne does not react chemically with Ca. 
2.The half-life of 37 sec. was in agreement with the 
published value for Ne23 (see Fig.5) 
3. -Y rays of 1.6 Mev• and 0.44 Mev. were detected 
in the source, in agreement with the decay scheme of Schmidt 
et al for Ne23. 
4. A scintillation spectrum of the contaminant ~-sP9ctrum 
was measured by trapping an amount of active gas in the source volume, 
letting the He6 decay for 10 seconds and then measuring the ~-spectrum 
of the remaining activity with a 20 channel analyzer for about 20 sec. 
This procedure results in a spectrum of contaminants with "r~.,_ 
longer than N 5 sec. In this way the end point of the contaminant 
~-spectrum was found to be in agreerrent with Schmidt's results for 
Ne23. No other contaminants were found. 
A chemical assay of the Be(OH)2 indicated the presence 
of the following impurities: (all percentages relative to Be) 
Na 1-5 per cent Al <5 per cent 
Ni .01 per cent Fe .1 per cent 
Cu .01 per cent Si 5 per cent 
Ti .. 01 per cent Mg 1-5 per cent 
Ca .1 per cent Mn .. 01 per cent 
Upon neutron bombardment the only gaseous activities 
which should be formed are He6, Ne23, Nl6, and possibly trace quan-
tities of 019. All but the He6 and Ne23 are removed by the charcoal 
and calcium traps. 
Effect of Impurities on He6 Spectrum 
Although the only contaminant activity detected in He6 
is the Ne23, we shall discuss the effect on the spectrum shape of 
any possibly undetected contaminant activities. 
The effect of impurity activities on the shape of the He6 
spectrum should be considered in light of the objectives of the ex-
periment. In Chapter 6 it is shown that a precision measurement of 
the spectrum can, with the present techniques, on1y give an upper 
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limit on the relative number of electrons at the lower energy end of 1he 
spectrum. 
In disru ssing the effect of contaminants on the resultant 
spectrum shape we shall oo nsider them in two groups: Those transitions 
which have € znax>C"ma.x He6 and those with E max < £max He6 
1. Contaminant transitions with €.max ~max He6 
Since these transitions have their spectrum peaks at a 
higher energy than the peak of the He6 spectrum, the effect of the 
addition of such a spectrum to the He6 spectrum, is to result in a 
spectrum distorted, so as to give an apparantly greater number of 
electrons in the upper energy region of the He6 spectrum, and a 
smaller relative number in the lower energy region. This type of 
cont,aminant would tend to invalidate the upper limit on excess elec-
trons in the low energy region which we wish to get. 
However, the presence of ~-spectra with €max > E max He6 
is easily detectable and quantitative estimates of their intensities 
can be made. This is done by continuing the spectrum measurements 
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above the t max. for He6• In this region only contaminant radiations 
are seen, aid by extrapolation of these spectra to the lower energy 
region, correction can be made for them. An extensive analysis of the 
effect of the Ne23 contamination the He6 experimental results are 
discussed in Appendix c. 
2. Contaminant transitions with E < € 6 max max He 
When a spectrum of lower Snax is added to the He6 spectrum, the re-
sult is a sum spectrum whose relative intensities are lower in the 
upper energy region and higher in the low energy region than from 
a pure He6 spectrum. Although such a contaminant would increase the 
lower limit which we wim to set, and thus make the experimental results 
less valuable, it does not affect their validity. 
V. THE SPECTROMETER - CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE 
In this chapter we will be concerned with the use of our 
spectrometer for the purposes of obtaining a precise ~ - spectrum 
shape. The initial step in any experiment must be to determine 
the capabili ti~s of the instrument to be used,and to ascertain the 
limits of precision obtainable with the instrument. For EJ:> ectroscopy; 
it is most important to determine the possible distortions introduced 
into the spectrum by the instrument.+ Unfortunately, the literature 
of ~ decay contains a relatively large number of experimental results 
which have been shown to be incorrect, mainly due to insufficient 
study of the instruments involved. 
The root of the problem lies in the fact that there are no 
continuous~ spectra whose shapes are accurately known.++ 
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There are no ~ spectra which can be used to test the instrument 
to the degree of precision which we require. Other experimenters have 
often used a criterion of obtaining a linear Kurie plot of several allowed 
~-decays with different end points to check the performance of their 
spectrometers. It is clear from the nature of the l<'ierz-interference 
correction factor which is independent of € 0 , that such a procedure 
must be used with great care to test a spectrometer. 
+ The instrument refers here to spectrometer, source, and detector. 
++No spectrum measurements where P(l\)drt is measured or known to better 
than N 1 percent over the range 200 kev < E < 3.5 rnev are reported. 
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Until some more satisfactory method can be found, the pre-
cision of a ~ spectrometer must be ascertai~ed from both experimental 
evidence and theoretical considerations of the spectrometer system. 
We shall discuss these considerations in detail. 
A scale drawine of the ~ectrometer baffle system, the source 
volume and the Geiger counter are shown in :B'ig. 6. The coil and vacuum 
tube were kindly lent to us by Dr. D. E. Alburger of Brookhaven National 
Laboratory. The spectrometer is designed according to the description 
of Hornyak, Lauritsen and RasmussenlJ5) 
A new baff1.e system was designed for the spectrometer. Spe-
cial consideration was given to the reduction of scattering in the 
baffle sys tern. 
The electron trajectories in a non-uniform field cannot be 
simply calculated. It is common practice to detennine the trajectories 
empirically - either by photographic methods,or by empirical adjustment 
of baffles to obtain maximum transmission for a given resolution. The 
second rrethod was used for determining the baffle positions for our 
spectrometer. The position and size of the ring focus baffle B and 
the entrance slit A were guided by the old baffle system, which was 
designed and empirically tested for best position by Al burger. 
Small adjustments were made in the axial position of all 
4 parts of these baffles to obtain a symmetric line shape and the 
desired resolution ( !t!J.= 2 .8 per cent ), where !::. >'(. is the full width 
-r; 
at 1/2 maximum of an internal conversion line. 
All other baffles are designed to reduce scattering and 
their positions were fixed such that they do not intercept any of 
the beam transmitted by A and B. Particular success was obtained. 
with the rings D, E, It~ and G. in reducing scattering from the spec-
trometer tube. The lucite covered brass baffle plates are all sufficiently 
thick to stop 5 mev p particles, and all lucite parts are painted with 
aqua-dag to prevent charging. 
Resolution Effects 
In order to obtain a precise measurement of the shape of a 
spectrum it is essential that the efficiency or transmission of the 
spectrometer be a known function of the focussed momentum. 
Consider the equation: 
00 
where 
- ) PC-7) R(ll,1) i{ 
, 
P(71)- the true momentum distribution of the source; 
~ is the momentum 
H - the magnetic field at some arbitrary fixed point 
in the spectrometer 
S(H)- the measured electron distribution of the source 
as a function of the magnetic .field in the spectro-
meter. 
IR,(H,~)- the S(H) for a source whose momentum distribution 
is P('?,) = ~(?'/.) 
(5-1) 
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R,(H,~)- is the function describing the efficiency of the spectro-
meter. In this discussion we consider R(H,[) to describe only the 
focussing properties of the magnetic field arrl the cQlimation (baffle) 
system.(It does not include scattering and other distorting effects 
which are not due to the field.) 
It is only through the solution of the integral equation {o-1) 
that the true momentum distribution of the source can be obtained 
from the measured spectrum. One must know R(H,'7) for all H and for 
the total range of ( covered by the spectrum in order to obtain P( 7) 
from a measurement of S(H). 
For all magnetic spectrometers in which the ~eld shape is 
!_ndependent of the field magnitude, ( and in which the source,and 
counter,and baffle geometry is maintained constant as the field is 
varied) the response function 
t 
Thus a measurement of the response function for one value of 1 
(for all H) is sufficient to determine it for all values of 7 for 
all H. Since the field of the air core lens spectrometer is produced 
by a rigidly supported current winding it is clear that the field 
produced by this coil conforms to the requirements set forth abovee 
The field shape is independent of the field magnitude. ' From Maxwells 
field equations it can be shown that the field at any point in the 
spectrometer is directly proportional to the current in the coils. 
Thus H "' kl where I is the spectrometer current and k is a constant. 
It should be emphasized that the relation 
+ See Appendix B 
(5-2) 
is not dependent upon the baffle arrangement. The form of the .functio11 
f (and thus the -transmission) may be determined by the baffle arrange-
ment. One usually attempts to maximize R(H, 1) ) ( ie. the transmission} 
for a chosen value of resolution, but even if the optimum positions 
are not found, for a constant field shape Eq. (5-2) is still true. 
(The considerations of constancy of field shape must be 
amended because of external magnetic fields in the region of the spec-
I 
trometer which are due to the earths magnetic field and to the stray 
magnetic field of the cyclotron. These constant fields would add to 
the field due to the current and thus change the shape as a function 
of current. In order to minimize this effect two sets of Thompson 
coils are placed on two sides of the spectrometer. The current is 
adjusted to cancel all stray fields in the region of the center of 
the spectrometer with components perpendicular to the spect1-ometer 
synunetry axis. It is found that ro mponents parallel to the axis 
produce a negligible distortion of the spectrometer field. ) 
The Spectrometer Counter 
The spectrometer counter is a home-made geiger counter with 
a .5 mgm/cm rubber hydrochloride window. The oounter is filled with 
a 1/4 ethyl alcohol 3/4 argon gas mixture to a pressure of 12 cm Hg. 
Experiments on a similar counter ( N4 cm in direction of electron 
beam} indicate that at this pressure, the counter efficiency should 
not be dependent upon incident electron energy. The counter has a 
plateau N 150 Volts wide. 
4s 
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'Radioactive Gas Source Volume 
For the spectroscopy of gaseous radioactive sources, the 
spectrometer was fitted with a source volume which is shown in Fig.'f. 
The 1 1/2 cu. inch brass container is lined with a lucite liner. The 
brass and luci te have a 1 cm. diameter hole which fonns the virtual 
source for the spectrometer. The hole is covered with an .8 mf,m/cm 
aluminized mylar film which forms a vacuum seal between the spectro-
meter vacuum and the evacuated source volume. The back of the source 
volume is covered with a large aluminized mylar film behind which 
another evacuated,lucite walled,volurne is placed in order to prevent 
backscattering of electrons. Provision is made to evacuate all three 
volumes, (the spectrometer, the source volume ani the rear vacuum space) 
s :imultaneously, since the films separating the volumes cannot support 
more than a few cm. Hg pressure. 
The lucite liner of the source volume is designed so that no 
electron which scatters from it can enter a spectrometer trajectory 
which leads to the counter. The only surfaces in the region of the 
source volume from which electrons can scatter into the spectrometer 
be8Jl1, are the film backing of the source volumeJ the edge of the source 
aperture into the spectron~ter, and the thin film across the source 
aperture. 
Celi bra ti on 
The calibration of the ~ectrometer for the current-momentum 
ratio was performed with a Bi207 source of internal conversion electrons. 
This source has strong internal conversion lines at .9759 Mev and 
•• 477 Mev(36). The calibration constant was equal, to better than 
1/2 per cent, for both lines, for both directions of current flow j_n 
the spectrometer winding, thus confinnj_ng the linearity of the system. 
The spectrometer current was measured using a Leeds and Northrup pre-
cision Shunt and type K Potentiometer. 
The Bi 201 source was e le ctropla ted on a 1 11 diameter, thin 
Cu disk and was placed in the median plane of the source volume. Tests 
were also made to insure that the calibration constant was the sarr.e for 
all parts of the gaseous source volume. These tests proved that the 
calibration was the same for all parts of the volume and was the same 
as for a source at the exit aperture (to within Nl/10 of the resolution 
width.) 
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VI. A STUDY OF THE E1'1"ECT OF SLECTRON SCATTEF.ING ON THE MEASURED p SPECTRUM 
In all studies of the shapes of p spectra the problem of the 
scattering of electrons in the p- source, the spectrometer counter 
window,and ~he baffle system of the spectrometer must be considered 
very carefully. The efforts of many experimentors have been directed 
toward a study of the effects Qf scattering in the source and detector. 
For the purposes of a precise measurement of the He6 spectrum, we also 
studied the scattering in the spectrometer baffle system extensively. 
This study was especially important for our measurements because of the 
unusually high maximum energy of the He6 spectrum. 
Let us consider qualitatively scattering effects .from the var-
ious causes. 
A. Scattering of Electrons in the Source: 
The effect of source thickness on the shape of a p spectrum 
has been extensively investigated by direct techniques. Several spectra 
have been CRrefully measured as a function of source thickness. The 
effects cL tinite source thickness on spectral shape have been presented 
by Feldman and Wu~37) They have shown that as the source thickness is 
increased, the Kuria plot begir~ to show an upward deviation beginning 
at an energy somewhat lower than that corresponding to the maximum in-
tensity point of the spectrum. This upward deviation continues toward 
lower energy until finally the Kurie plot drops rather sharply at very 
low energies. The causes for these deviations a re two-fold. Ele ctrons 
lose energy upon scattering and thus become shifted to the low energy 
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region and also, the scattering effect is more pronounced for low energy 
electrons. 
2. Scattering of Electrons in the Counter Window 
The effect on ~-spectral shape of the counter window thick-
ness is always to cause a drop in the spectrum at low energies. The 
focusing properties of the spectrometer are such that electrons from 
the source,of the energy for which the magnetic field is adjusted, will 
pass through the annular opening called the ring focus. Ideally all 
electrons which pass through the ring focus should be detected in the 
Geiger counter. Because of the counter window thickness rome of these 
electrons will not penetrate into the active region of the counter gas. 
Naturally, this effect becomes more pronounced at low energies where 
the counter window ma.y be only semi-transparant. There have been 
several careful studies of the transmission of thin films for elec-
trons of various energies which are summarized in the discussion of 
window absorption by Slatiiit~ 
3. Scattering of Electrons by the Spectrometer Baffle System 
The effect of scattering of electrons from the baffle system 
is most difficult to investigate. No extensive study of this phenomenon 
has been reported in the literature. For the few spectra which have 
been care.f\J.lly studied for their spectral shape, the effects of source 
thickness and counter window scattering are far more serious and dif-
ficult to overcome. However, for the He6 ~-spectrum, whose maximum 
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energy is very high (3.5 mev)~baffle scattering is the most serious 
distorting influence. Furthermore, the effect of baffle scattering 
is probably very different for different spectrometer designs. It 
should be borne in mind that our study of this phenomenon in our 
spectrometer may give only a qualitative interpretation of this effect 
for some other spectrometer. The effect of baffle scattering on the 
spectrum shape can best be discussed by considering the scattering in 
the two regions of the spectrometer; near the source and near the detector. 
Every scattering of an electron reduces its energy. Therefore scattering ) 
near the source can only increase the apparant number of low energy elec-
trons in a ~-spectrum. In the region near the counter it is possible for 
an electron of energy lower than that which the field is set to transrni t, 
to scatter into the counter. However, in our spectrometer,a number of 
very efficient traps are provided to trap elctrons of lower radius of 
curvature than the focused beam and therefore very few such electrons 
reach the detector. Of course in this region of the spectrometer it 
is possible for electrons of energy higher than the focused beam to be 
scattered into the counter. All the scattering effects in our spectro-
meter tend to raise the apparent electron distribution in the low energy 
region. In the region above Ho250 kev (we do not use any lower energy 
points in our ·analysis) our .5 mgrn/cm2 counter window is almost 100 per 
cent transparent. Therefore, the counter window will not introduce any 
effects which depress the low energy portion of the spectrum. 
In our analysis we have attempted to set only a lower limit 
on the actual scattering effect in the low energy region of our spectrum. 
After subtraction of this scattering "background" we obtain 
an upper limit on the upward deviation (from allowed shape) of the 
true He6 spectrum in the low energy region. 
A Quantitative Study of Scattering in the Spectrometer 
A. Effect of Scattering at Zero and High Magnetic Field 
Direct evidence which indicates the existence of scattering 
in the spectrometer is the observation of ~ particles reaching the 
detector from the source volume when the magnetic field of the spec-
trometer is zero,and also when it is set N 10 per cent above the end 
point of the ~ spectrum under investigation. 
A study of the zero field counting rate,and the rate above 
the spectrum end point was performed with the following rources: 
He6, A41, Rh106, p32 and 015 • 
Since some of the sources used for these investigations also emit ~ 
radiation it was necessary to determine the counting rate of the spec-
trometer counter due to y radiation alone as a function of the magnetic 
fie1J:$)This was done by placing a 5 me co60 source centrally in the 
gas source volume. The small exit hole which usually forms tne vir-
tual ~ source for the gaseous activities was covered with a lucite 
cover which was sufficiently thick to stop all ~ rays coming from the 
co60 source. Figure 7 shows the "spectrum" obtained from such a source. 
This curve exhibits the compton electron djstribution which ends a 
little below the frnergy of tht" y rays, and an alillost constant background 
which is practically indepennent of field setting. The compton dis-
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tribution is due to y rays which produce elect.rons in the region 
of the source volume. The constant background is due to y rays 
which scat.t.er through the baffle system and prod11ce eompton elec+.:rons 
in or near the Geiger counter. These electrons give rise to the field 
independent background as is to be expected. 
For all the ~ activities studied, it was found that the counting 
rate due to ~ activity of the source with the field set about four re-
solution width above the end point was essentially zero. The counting 
rate at zero field was directly proportional 1x> the total activity of 
the spectrum. This result. is in agreement with the interpretation "!:.hat 
t.he scat.tered ele c+.rons which reach the counter are originated from elec-
trons of initial energy higher than those focuss~d by the field. 
On the basis of this evidence it was presumed that the back-








where '8( l) is the number of scatter19rl electrons which reach the coun-
ter at a field setting corresponding to a focussed momentuu 7 . ' 
P( ~' )d?' is the probability of emission of an electron by the source 
into the moment um interval 'Z' to 7'.i.o/../'. The constant k 
should he dependent upon the baffle and spectrometer geometry and 
independent (within several per cent) of the shape of the spectrum 
measured. The constant k is found by measuringa(o).B( o) is the t.otal 
counting rati:> Rt zero field (exclusive of y ray background and room 
backP:round). The value of k is then given by the equat.i.on: 
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( 6-2) 
It is clear that the assumptions from which formula (6-1) 
resulted are in agreement with the measured backgrounds at zero and 
at high field. .for all the spectra we have measured, B( 0) is just 
proportional to the total activity of the source and is independent 
of the end point of the spectrum. Also B( ~ > 'Yj ;.vo,\CY'f-- ) is 
equal to zero by Eq. (6-1) and the measured counting rate is indeed 
never above zero. We have also attempted to justify experimentally 
the validity of Eq. (6-1) over the whole momentum region covered by 
the spectrum. For this purpose a scintillation spectrometer was used 
to replace the Geiger counter of the thin lens spectrometer. The 
actual energy distribution of electrons transmitted by the magnetic 
spectrometer at several different magnetic field was determined. By 
this method some of the electrons transmitted can be definitely iden-' 
tified as scattered electrons. 
The scintillation spectrometer consisted of a 111 x 3/411 
stilbene crystal mounted on a Du Mont No. 6292 phototube. A 
2 mgntcm2 mica window replaced the normal Geiger counter window on 
the spectrometer so that the crystal and phototube could remain out-
side the vacuum chamber. The crystal face was covered with a 0.2 mgm 
aluminum light reflector and was placed almost in contact with the 
mica window. By increasing the voltage between the 1st. dynode and 
the photocathode of the multiplier to about JOO v, and by surround-
ing the photo tube with a 1/1611 commercial µ-metal shield it was pos-
sible to make the tube gain almost independent of the magnetic field 
up to the fields used to focus N 1.4 mev ~-particles. 
E'or the purposes of this study a source of Rhl06 was placed 
in the median plane of the gas source volwne. The end point of the 
complex spectrum of Rhl06 is close to that of He6. In order to sub-
tract the small effect upon the scintillation crystal spectra of the 
l rays from Rh106, a lucite absorber thick enough to stop all Rh106 
~ rays from the source, could be placed over the virtual source hole. 
Scintillation spectra of the transmitted beam of the lens 
spectrometer at four different field settings corresponding to focused 
energies o, .2, .5 and 1.1 mev. were measured with the use of an Atomic 
20 channel pulse height analyzer. At each setting of field a spectrum 
was taken also with the lucite absorber covering the source. The curves 
with absorber were subtracted from those without it and the resultant 
spectra are shown in Fig. 8. 
Curve (a} shows the spectrum of scattered electrons arriving 
at the detector at zero field. Qualitatively this shows a spectrum 
similar to the source spectrum but depressed in energy about 1 Mev. 
The rise at low energy is probably not real but due to the backscat-
tering in the s cintillator. 
As the spectrometer field is increased one sees a sharp electron 
line in the curves of Fig( 8 b, c and d) which is due to the focused electron bear 
of the spectrometer. The region below the energy of the focused beam 
is difficult to interpret because of the possibility of scattering 
some of the electrons in the intense focused beam out of the crystal) 
giving rise to small pulses. The similarity in the qualitative shape 
and maximum energy of the spectra at different field settings above the 
energy of the focused peak should be noted. 
We wish to compare the results of these experiments with the 
proposed background shape of Eq. (6-1). Ideally, B(/) of Eq. (6-1) 
should be compared with the integral of the entire spectrum obtained 
with the Stilbene crystal at a given field setting(corre~onding to 1 ) 
exclusive of the area under the focused peak• Due to the rather poor 
resolution and the very serious effects of backscattering out of the 
scintillation spectrometer an ~xact evaluation of this integral is 
not possible. 
On the basis of the general shape of the scintillation spectrum 
obtained at zero field (where there is no foai sed beam) we have extra-
polated the continuous scattered electron curve to zero field as indicAted 
by the dotted lines in fig 8b,o,d.The area of the shaded portion of each of 
these curves is measured and plotted versus the focused momentum on 
Fig. 8 E • The proposed curve of Eq. (6-1) is normalized to the results 
of the scintillation data and is plotteda5 the 
solid curve on the same figure (~e), 
It seems that actually at low field, the background is some-
what higher than at zero field+. 
+ A qualitative expJanation for the rise in background at low fields 
is as follows: 8\'7) as assumed may be considered as the available 
However, since we are only attempting to determine a small correction 
to the He6 spectrum the experimental points can be said to justify 
quite well the use of Eq. ( 6-1) in correcting the He 6 spectrum. ) 
Although the scintillation data indicates that the back-
ground is ro mewhat higher in the very low energy portion of the 
spectrum than that indfoated by Eq. ( 6-1) we use ( 6-1) to correct the 
6 He spectrum. This decision is in agreement with "the assumption that 
we wish to find the minimum scattered background at low fields and 
will therefore tend to undercorrect slightly in this region. 
number of electrons for scattering in the reeion near the source. 
B<~) changes very little at low field settings. The scattering pro-
oaoility for electrons favors small angle scattering and electrons 
that have scattered only through very small tl.~~le. cannot reach the 
detector. As the field is increased the whole space in the spectro-
meter becomes 11 curved11 for electrons and the baffle will transmit 
electrons which have scattered through a smalJar angle. Thus the 
increase in scattering at low fields, until the effect oft he drop 
of B( 7 ) becomes the predominant effect. 
VII. THE He6 SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS AND CORRECTIONS 
Monitor Counter 
Due to rather rapid fluctuations in both the cyclotron 
beam current, the beam position on the target, as well as changes 
in the pumping speeds of the He6 purifying system, the activity 
delivered to the spectrometer source volume was not constant. In 
order to correct the ~-spectrum for variations in source strength 
it was necessary to monitor the total source activity. 
A 211 long 1/411 copper tube was connected to the source , 
volume (see Fig. 4) of the spectrometer and was sealed at the other 
end. At the vary low gas pressures in the source volume,equilibrium 
is quickly established between the activity in the tube and source 
volume. A commercial end-window Geiger counter was placed about 1/411 
from the end of the blind tube. This served as a monitor for the 
source activity. It was determined experimentally that the monitor 
efficiency was not a function of the spectrometer field. The monitor 
counting rate is proportional to fue total decay rate in tm source. 
No data on the He6 spectrum was accepted for analysis if the average 
monitor rate for the in~vidual counting interval deviated by more 
than t 50 per cent of the average monitor rate for the whole spectrum. 
Background of Counters 
Both the spectrometer counter and the monitor counter detect 
background radiation due to cosmic rays, general contamination of the 
cyclotron experimental area, and also some )e akage of radiation through 
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the sheilding wall between the experimental area and the cyclotron. 
'l'he first two sources of background are constant over the period of 
a single He6 run: (approximately 8 hrs.) The background due to the 
cyclotron is mainly due to the high neutron flux in the cyclotron 
vault which l~aks through the 6 foot shielding wall. Attempts were 
made to shield both the monitor and spectrometer counters from this 
radiation,however, it was not possible to reduce this background below 
Nl/2 of the natural background when 50 µ A of deuteron beam was focused 
on the Be target. Care must be taken in subtracting this background 
from the spectrometer counter rate. It may be as much as 6-7 per cent 
of the spectrometer count when one is investigating the low ends of the 
~-spectrum. It is also correlated in intensity with the intensity 
of the He6 source since both vary with the cyclotron beam current. 
To properly account for variations in this background 
another monitor Geiger counter was placed next to the spectrometer 
counter inside its lead shield. This counter was completely shielded 
from any electrons inside the spectrorreter. 
The procedure used to calculate the spectrum as a function of 
energy is demonstrated by the following formula: 
S'(r) ~ ( ~(r) - ,J,,e) - R (~ - m...,,,) 
0-1) 






= Relative count of the spectrum corrected for all external 
backg£ound and normalized to unit source activity. 
= Total count of spectrometer counter for time T (at field H) 
corresponding to current I) 
=Time required to accumulate count 
= Rate of backgrounds due to cosmic rays and room contamination--
determined by counting with cyclotron beam turned off-- No He6 
activity in spectrometer source volume. 
= Background monitor count taken at the same time as S 
= Background of background monitor due to cosmic rays and 
room contamination -- taken with cyclotron off. 
Constant relating efficiency of background counter and 
spectrometer counter for cyclotron backgl"lOund -- determined 
under the following conditions - cyclotron runningJ He6 
flowing into experimental area, but not into spectrometer 
source volume; under these conditions the Eq. 
( 7-2) 
determines the constant k. 
Ma z Total count of activity monitor taken at the same time as s. 
mab = Background of activity monitor -- determined under same 
conditions used to determine k. ( is of the order 
of 1 per cent. Since it was possible to shield this counter 
quite effectively from the cyclotron background no account 
is made of variations of Mab with cyclotron beam current.) 
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Small Dead time corrections are applied to both S and Ha 
before entry into Eq. (7-1). 
Values of N(I) were obtained for 35 field values corresponding 
to the range W = 0 to W = 4.7 M.ev. Six complete runs of the spectrum 
were taken on different days over a period of about two months. The 
values of all the constants in ( 7-1) were determined separately for 
each run. A large part of the experimental equipment including the 
electronic apparatus, all the counters, and part of the cyclotron 
shielding wall had to be dismantled between these runs. 
Care was taken each time to reproduce the positions of the 
spectrometer counter and the activity monitor. The values of the 
constants in Eq. (7-l) may differ by as much as So per cent from run 
to run. In spite of these variations, the :2. /+/(r.) corresponding 
J: 
to the integral of the measured spectra obtained from each of the 
runs were in agreement to within several per cent for all the runs, 
attesting to the reliability of the spectrometer counter and activity 
monitor and the validity of the Eq. (7-1). 
A total of more than &Joo counts was obtained for N for each 
value of I in the region of the He6 spectrum. 
After normalizing the data from the six runs, the six: sets 
of values of S'(I) were averaged. The plot of S1 (I) VS I 
in Fig. 9 . 
is shown 
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Correction for Scattering of Electrons in Baffle System of the Spectrometer 
S1 (I) must now be corrected for the effects of electron scat-
taring in the spectrometer. This correction has been extensively dis-
cussed in Chapter 6 . The correction 
Blf) • R f'Pr">J·).l17' 
,, 
must be subtracted from S1 (I) • [The identification is simply made 
between S1 (I) and S1 ( () through the calibration]. It should be re-
called that P('?') is the relative probability of emission of an electron 
in the energy range 17' + 17'+J..~' 
determined constant. 
is an experimentally 
For the determination of k and B( i ) it is sufficiently 
accurate to approximate P( .,. ) by T . 
Now the Eq: 17,.a,.. 
.S'(o)= B(o) c R. J ~"'" = 
0 -,,, ( 
determines k. 
S' (I). 
All the integrals are perfonned graphically using the measured 
'J:'14AV 




S(I) is now the spectrum corrected for electron scattering 
in the spectrometer. The resolution correction has been discussed in 
Chapter 5. According to Eq. (5-1) we must solve the integral equation: 
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\'IQ 
S(H) ~ j Pl7) R(ll,'!) d( 
<> 
for P(7) given S(H) arrl R(H, "/ ). This solution may be performed 
according to the expansion of Eq. J, Appendix B. However, since the 
resolution used in this experiment is very good (2.8 per cent), the 
resolution correction is extremely small and a simpler method may be 
used to estimate the effect on the spectrum. We note that according 
to Eq. 1 and ~ of Appendix B; 
ti> j R. (H, '>7,) ol?, :! )t H, 
0 
thus 
we now define 
Except in the immediate region of the spectrum end point C( 7) 
differs from one by terms of order <.02 as can be seen from Eq. lB, 
Appendix B. We have calculated C( f) from Eq. ( 7-4) by considering 
P( f ) to be a theoretical allowed spectrum ( no coulomb ef:fect) ip. 
P( '?) = ( c 0 - E. )..,_ /"J/2 and using the measured R(H,f ) for the 
conversion line (expanded in l so that its full width at half max-
imum is ~ _ 1.i 2.8 per cent ie, the exact R (H, rJ )). From these 
, ... I 
(7-3) 
(7-4) 
nwnerical integrations we have found that .999<C( ~ )<l.001 for all 
but three points in the neighborhood of the end point of He6. Fig. 10 
shows a plot of( C( ~) -1.) VS { ~. - f: ) for €0 "' 7. 83. Since the 
resolution correction in the region of the end-point is not too cer-
tain, we have removed from the final He6 analysis the three points for 
which the correction is greater than 0.1 per cent. The other points 
are not corrected. 





as the probability of electron emission by the source per unit momen-
tum interval. A plot of P 1 ( "1) vs f is shown in Fig. 11. The 
presence of a small Ne23 contaminant is evidenced by the tail of the 
spectrum beyond the He 6 end-point. 
Correction for Ne23 Contaminant 
In the previous &action we have shown the derivation of pt(7) 
the spectrometer measurements. pt ( 1) is the momentum distribution of 
electrons. It was indicated in Chapter 4 that the source contains a 
small contaminant of Ne23 activity. Before the momentum distribution 
of He6 can be obtained, the spectrum of Ne 23 contaminant must be sub-
tracted from pt ( '7). 
The decay scheme of Ne23 has been measured as shown in Fig. 5. 
Since the end point of the He6 spectrum is lower than that of the two 
upper energy groups of Ne23, the distribution P'(1) contains eJe ctrons 
only from Ne23 at the high energy end. A Kurie plot of the upper end 
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of the distribution P1 ( 1) is shown in Fig. J 2. • The line drawn on 
this curve corresponds to a norrr~lized theoretical composite Kurie 
plot of the two upper groups of Ne23 with the relative intensities and 
end points as given in Penning and Schmidts decay scheme. It is clear 
that, within statistics, the distribution P'('{) corresponds to the 
expected distribution from Ne23 above the He6 end point energy. From 
this analysis, and the extrapolation of the two Ne23 groups to lower 
energy, it is possible to state that the contaminant Ne23 accounts 
for 5·4tl.O per cent of the total decays of the sourse. 
We shall correct for the Ne23 contaminant activity by the 
following Equation 
( 7-5) 
P( {} is the He6 momentum distribution, and G( {) is the Ne23 momen-
tum distribution calculated on the basis of the decay scheme of fig. 5, 
and normalized to total intensity equal to that of P' ( {). (We have 
assumed allowed shape for the two Ne23 upper energy groups, and have 
not included the 2.4 Mev group of Ne23 on the basis of the discussion 
of effects of impurities with EMA>e < E"""'>' ~6). 
on the He6 spectrum shape (see Chap. IV~ G:& is a constant which is 
the relative intensity of Ne23 to (Ne23 + He6) in P1 ( { ). In this 
section we shall set Q = 5.4 per cent. In Appendix C it will be 
shown that the limits on Fierz interference or P~eudoscalar inter-
action to be set from P( () are insensitive to Q for 2 .4 per cent 
< Q < 8.4 per cent which surely includes any possible error in the 
experimental detennination of Q = 5.4 t 1.0 per cent described in the 
preceding paragraph. 
A plot of P( {) (Q ,.. .0$4) is shown in Fig. 13 • We wish 
to reemphasize that this measured momentum distribution of the He6 
spectrum still contains certain instrumental distortions which are, 
however, known to cause only a relative increase in low energy elec-
trons i.e. the spectrum at low energies repres~nts only a relative 
maximwn for the true He6 P( 7/ ). 
A conventional Kurie plot of vs. 
is shown in Fig. \ 4- _ 
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VIII. COMPARISON OF THE MEASURED SPECTRUM WITH THE THEORETICALLY 
EXPECTED SHAPE OF 'IHE He 6 SPECTRUM 
6 The theoretically expected shape of the spectrum of He 
is given in Eq. (2-15). 
We rewrite that formula with a new notation which will be 
useful in the comparison between the theoretically predicted and the 
experimentally measured spectra. 
T( 7, a, f3) --;,.. theoretical distribution of electrons per unit momentum 
interval. 
{ 1- "Allowed shape" factor including coulomb correction factor 
as calculated by Feistet7br RosJ!> K is an arbitrary nor-
malization constant independent of 1 . 
:C(~~~)-0>the Inner Bremsstrahlung correction factor of Eq. (2-8) 
R(f.1>
1
f.) ~the correction factor for finite recoil energy given in 
Eq. (2-10). 
Since the correction factor .999 < R( t;; 0 l E; ) < 1.001 
over the whole range of the measured spectrum, detection of the effect 
( 8-2) 
of R( 6 01 f: ) is not possible with the present data. 
It can also be shown that the correction factor 
to within t 0.15l where f.. 1 _ e ~ .Ol4mc2 = .007Mev. 
0 0 () 
for He6• Reference to Eq. (8-1) will show that because of this 
identity it is outside of the range of experimental accur::lcy to deter-
mine any effect of I(e-o, 6 ) upon the spectrum shape. I< Eo; G ) 
tends only to change the end point of the spectrum by a Minute quantity. 
For these reasons we have set 1( f 0 J € ) = R( e0 J 'fi. ) • 1 
in the analysis. (The constant )l is absorbed in f<.. of Eq. (8-1)). 
The explicit form for the theoretical spectrum with which we now wish 
to compare the experimental spectrum which is denoted by P( '7 ) is 
thus 
In the comparison of T ( '7 ) with P( '? ) (the measured distribution) 
there are 4 unknown constants which must be determined. They are 
• It can be shown that any fit of T( '7 ) to 
P( YJ ) to determine the four unknown constants cannot, without very 
much more precise data than is obtainable at this time, determine 
discrete values for both rJ.. and ~· If a fit is made to T( ~ ) of P("J) 
only correlated ranges of cL and 13 can be obtained. This is due to 
the fact that various combinations of Fierz interference and pseudo-
scalar correction factors can give experimentally indistinguishable 
spectra for many combinations of a and 13. 
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We have therefore analyzed separately for each of the in-
dividual quantities a and i3 under the assumption that the other was 
identically zero • 
.Analysis of He6 Spectrum Assumine ~ = 0 
Under t.he assumption ~ = 0 , the theoretical spectrum is 
given by 
The comparison with the experimental data was performed by use of 
the following reduction. Let 
i1{7) = -, ,('7,-<,o) 
/7,.(e-0 -€).,_ F(r=3/1) 
We also define the quantity: 
which is assumed to differ 
from t( l ) only by the random statistical errors in P( f ) which is 
the measured momentum distribution of electrons. 
Now t 1 ( { ) = a + bx where 






A least square fit of f('V)vs. *to a straight line can be performed t• determine 
the constants a. .and b. 
We wish to note now that p( '7 ) de,ends upon the choice of ~o 
which is essentially an unknown. A first approximation can be obtained 
for € 0 by performing a linear extrapolation of the usual Kurie plot of 
.r~'-7 ). Such a plot is shown in figure 14. From this we obtain e 0 = 
7.845mc2 as the first approximation. With the use of the computing 
facilities of the 1·.ratson Laboratories we have performed least square 
fits of p( l) to the straight line t 1 ( f) for five different values 
of f 0 (used to calculate five sets of p( t)), namely f:- 0 = 7. 765; 
7.815; 7.845; 7.875, and 7.925. For each value of f 0 a 11 least square" 
b 
b/a E value for - = r::lv is obtained. Figure 15a is a plot of vs a • 0 
We now note that unless ~ 0 is the true end point of the 
spectrum p( j ) vs 1 should not be a straight line, and in fact --)C 
€-
should deviate significantly from straightness in the region of E 0 • 
(This is independent of olv ) • For each ~ 0 mentioned above, we have 
calculated the errors: 
where M = -,., ~ X°t -( 2X ),_, 
Probable error in ~ 
a 
(8-9) n • no. of points included 
in the fit 
for internal error where ~ i is the 
de r:lfttion of the point from the line, 
(8-8) 
i.e., Si= Pi - (a+ bxi). 
(8-11) for external error where 
($-10) 
r'. 1 
is the probable error in pi ( f ) due to 
statistics. 
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The probable errors (both internal and external) are plotted in 
figure 15b. The internal errors give a measure of the goodness of fit 
of the experiment;il data to a straight line, and the external error gives 
the expected internal error if the theoretical assumptions are correct. 
The external "errors" are essentially independent of the choice of f:: 0 • 
The minimum of the internal probable error curve determines the best 
value of € 0 and thereby the best value of b/a. 
b The results of this analysis are that a : +.055 ± .020 where 
the error is twice the external error and 1.6 times the internal error 
and is based qualitatively upon the error in fit due to choice of f. 0 • 
In this analysis ~ 
a = = .055 .! .020. However, we wish to 
re-emphasize that the limitations of the experiment only permit the set-
ting of an upper lire.it on oL (see Chapter VI). Thus the non-zero value 
obtained for b 
a 
is not to be interpreted as evidence that d_, is not zero. 
The conclusion to be drawn is that if ~ = O then cL < 0 080 (8-12) 
Figure lba is a plot of p( l ) vs E (p( l ) normalized. to t ( "? ) at the 
11igh energy region) with f 0 = 7 .845. One line drawn is the theoretical 
t(l)for ol.=+-.08. l'ne plot indicates that the ex-
nerimental points lie below t 1 ( ""/ ) in the low energ;y- region. 
Since unknown scattering phenomenon which require and allow us 
to set only an upper limit on cl are likel;'l to occur onl~r in the lower 
energ~{ region of the He6 spectrum, we have attempted to set a lower nega-
ti ve limit on al by cons id.ering the s~iectrum snaDe only above W:: 1. 5 Mev_; 
7; 2 
,,, me • The. limit that can be set from this region is, of course, 
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large. It is based u•on the comparison of p( 7) wi ~h the cur¥e ot t'.(J) with 
cl., = -.20. Thus we conclude thatJ.'>-;20 (3-13) 
Analysis of Heb Spectrum Assuming ~ = 0 
If we assume ~ = 0 the theoretical spectrum is then given by 
T''(-,) (3-14) 
The comparison with the experimental data was performed in a similar manner 
to that used for the Fierz interference fit. We set 
(3-15) 
( 8-lb) 
-t 11 (~) only by random statistical errors 
in £ ( '7). 
Now t 11( 'j ) = 
R = .. 2:. r - c 
c + dy where C = K d _ --(3 K (3-17) 
(S-13) 
We note that the correction factor itself and also y is a rela-
tively insensitive function of An ap~roximation 
€0 2 = 7.345 me • 
is made for calculation of y vs E ·: and y is then considered independent 
of p(/ ) is, however, c1uite sensitive to ~ 0 and therefore least 
square fits of p( i) to t 11 ( J) were performed for several values of C, 0 • 
For each value of € 0 a 11 least sq_uare 11 value of d was obtained. 
Figure 17a is a plot of ~ 
c 
vs E o• 
c 
\ {%} was calc1llated according to the formulas (S-8) to (3-11) 
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where b __,.. d 
a~ c 
The probable errors are plotted in figure 17b. The minimum value 
of the internal probable error curve determined the best value of ~ • 
c 
The results of this analysis are that d = -.0035 ± .0010. 
c 
In view of the discussion given regarding the interpretation of 
the limits on o(_ , which ap;)ly also to the pseudo scalar results, only 
u;:-rper limit can be set on f . 
This limit is given by (3 < .0045. 
A limit can be set on negative values of {!> from analysis of the 
spectrum above ....vi.5 Mev. This results in a low limit - .01 < f3 
Figure 16b shows a curve of p( f ) VS e 
The lines drawn represent the normalized pseudoscalar correction factor 
for the limits set above, i.e. f = -.01, and (> = -f .0045 
Combined Limits for ol.. 't- (3 
In the previous paragraphs we have considered analysis of the He6 
s~ectrun under the assumption that either ol. = 0 or f= o. If neither 
is 0 then the correction factor is 
if j) ~ k [I -I ~ - p ( 1 ~ -€0 - ~ ) 
r.rhe spectrum measurement is not imfficiently rofinea_ to distine;uish 
between the correcti 1rn factors fnr the two different energy dependences of 
the ol + (3 terms if both o( and ~ are small. 
If the correction factor t(f) is com1)ared with the experimental 
correction factor p( f) for any tvo values of f it is seen that 
:~~~)""' /+ .{[-t;..-tJ - 13[2e,--j;,-:i-e~'"t] 
in the limit of small r:J_ and f8 
Also pC~) 
~) 
within statistical errors. 
two i)oints on the sDectrum, a linear relationship 
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is obtained between o/.. and f . T!1e co-offic ient s ol..., and fJ in linear 
relationshi:o del)ends u-von the points /12 chosen. However, 
in the limit of the refinement of the ex"!1eriment, i.e. \•1hen the t1,JO correc-
tion factors are experirn.E'!ntally indist:lnguishable, approximately the same 
linear relationshin will hold for any two chosen noints on the snectrum. 
On this basis we have as~umed that in the region of <.:mall o{_ and 
(3 I the limits on these ouantities are related in a linear fashion. 
The range of values of o/.. and (3> consistent with the measured 
He6 r,nectrum are thus shown by the shaded area of the graph of figure lS. 
The u:1r1er and lower bounds are given by straight lines determined by the 
limitf; obtained on the assumption that either o( = 0 or f = O. 
This analysis is valid in the region - .4 <<X'.. < . 4 and -.o".K(J< + .,03, 
Outside this region the se-parate correction factors are suffj.ciently diffe-
rent to distinguish the two co-efficients of and (3 in t ( / ) • 
Therefore we have placed the com-pletely unqualified limits 
- • 4 < ol < . 4 and 
-.o?J < [3 < + .o-, 
IX. DJTERPRETA'rION OF RES1JIJTS E~ T:hlm:s OF COUPLING CONSTANTS OF ~-DECAY 
AND COMPARISON Wl'.rH OTHER EXPERIMEN'rs 
The limits u-·1on the coupling constants that can be set from our 
investigation of the He6 spectrum are presented in the graph of figure IB • 
We recall the definitions of the quantities ol... and ~ in terms of the 
decay coupling constants as presented in eq. ( g - Z ) ~ 
~R4.[c~~ + c~c~• .... .§111-.lc~c •c' c'~)] ol_,:: ~MI.: p A p A 
l C, II(' .. .4 I C..,.I" -t IC~ I'"+ I c.;.1"' .) 
~ = l.'#J. )C 10-! j iM ::' J. t'Z.,, 10-'f 
The graph of figure 18 shows the combinat ior:.s of values of oL 
and ~ which are consistent with our He6 measurements. The interpret at ion 
of these results in terms of the ratios of individual cou~ling constants 
will be attempted in terms of the invariance req_uirements presented in 
table I of chapter I. 
Previous experiments to determine the relative magnitudes of 
pseudoscalarJaxial vector
1
and tenso~ cou~ling were interpreted only under 
the assumptions of the old theory of ~-decay (assumptions (a) of 
table I). We can, however, compare our results with the results of other 
experimenters without concerning ourselves with the detailed invariance 
assumptions. 
All shape measurements to determine the extent of interference in 
allowed ~ - deca;y have been a o.easure of the co-efficient of the 1 term 
' i.n the spectral shayie, i.e. the quantity we have defined as 11 ~ 11 • (The 
r.i.easurements of K ca-pture to positron branching ratio are also a measure 
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of cL • ) The experimental as well as the theoretical ~)apers which have 
considered the magnitude of Fierz interference in allowed ~-spectra 
usually assume that this effect is the only one which may possibly con-
tribute to a deviation of an allowed spectrum from allowed shape. If 
the pseudoscalar coupling constant is not actually much larger than the 
other coupling consta.nts, this -ooint of view seems q_uite justified. How-
ever, no a priori or firm experimental evidence for this fact is at present 
available. Therefore, in attem1)ts to set ver;r snall limits on. the Fierz 
interference, care should be taken in neGlecting the effect of the pseudo-
scalar interaction when analyzing for Fierz interference. 
For the comparison of our results with those of other experiments 
we must therefore assume that the co-efficient ?> is eqnal to zero. We 
repeat that if ~ • 0 the He6 spectrum indicates that 
- .20 ~ cl. ~ +.08 
The most significant analyses of the shapes of allowed spectra for Fierz 
interference in the Gamow-Teller interaction are presented in table IIa. 
There is, of course, no disagreement between any of the results. The most 
careful work of Pohm et al. as well as the analysis of Davidson and Peaslee 
in which the p32 spectrum is the most heavily weighted are somewhat diffi-
cult to interpret in terms of the 
value of the (3 decay of p32 is 
~-decay coupling constants. The f'f' 
,..., 108 sec. The decay is retarded 
approximately one thousand fold from tne usual allowed ~ - decays and 
more than a factor of 105 6 from the superallowed transition of He • The 
assumption of both the above mentioned authors that the ehape of the spec-
trum may be analyzed as a pure allowed s9ectrum with no consideration of 
Reference 
Mahmoud and Konopinski G3t) 
Davidson and Peaslee {l#O) 
Pohm, waadel, Jensen{i/I) 
He6 present resul t.s 
Sherr and Mi 11 t'!r (i 2.) 




-.08 <cl< + .08 
-.04 <cl< + .04 
-.7.0 < ol< .08 
Table IIb 
Spectra Analyzed 
cu64 ~+and~-, and s3S 
p32, He6 (old Columbia 
spectrum), cu64 ~+ and~-
p32 
He6 
04 -' ""2 Na. 22 
-·· <'Ill.<+ .u 
-.04 <ol< + .05 F18 
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the effect of forbidden r.iatrix elemoo.ts and energy dependent shape factors 
seems r.ost tenuous. Estimates of the pseudoscalar matrix element in the 
decay of p32 by Erysk~3)for example, indicate that if the pseudoscalar 
coupling constant is e~ual to the tensor coupling constant, the pseudo-
scalar interaction would contribute about S% to the decay probability of 
p32• Other nuclear relativistic effects may contribute in like manner to 
this decay. 
Other measurements of Fierz interference have been performed by 
measuring K capture to -positron branching ratios. Since the nuclear matrix 
elements are equal for both processes, they drop out in the calculation of 
the branching ratios for a particular decay. The ratio depends upon the 
counling constant ratio and. the associated shape fact ors. It also depends 
upon the energy available for decay, the K binding energy, the Coulomb 
function and certain ~roperties of the K electron wave function. The 
latter quantities are theoretically well known. The results of these ex-
periments can be presented in terr.s of the en-efficient ol 1 of the ~ 
dependence of the positron spectrum. These results are shown in table IIb. 
The same rer.iarks in the above paragraph, which refer to the neglect of any 
higher order effects of ~-decay in the shape measureJT.ents~also ap-pl;v to 
the£e measurcr.ents. Again we mention that the f '1' value of the Na22 
(2> - decay i R :in01110lously large (log f"r = 7. 4), which ;:iakes interpreta-
tion Jl'lore tenuous. The log f '1':: l+.o for the F18 decay and the limits 
on Fierz interference from this experiment are probably the most indica-
"' tive of the assunrption that Re(GAGT ) ~ o. 
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There rave been several previous attempts at setting a limit on 
the pseudoscalar coupling in p decay. Fujita and Yamada(l4) have com-
pared the spectra of He6 and Bl2 (old Columbia data) with predictions 
based upon the correction factor given in eq. (2-\ ). They ra. ve neg-
lected all effects due to the axial vector interaction. In terms of 0ur 
co-efficient p their results may be expressed in the following marner: 
- .013 < p < .027 
- .010 < p < .0035 
from old He6 data 
from Be9 
A similar analysis by Alaga, Kofoed-Hansen and WintheJ',.6r the 
same He6 data resulted in the limits 
- .018 < p < + .018 
lf our He6 data are analyzed on the same basis, i.e. assuming 
that CA .. c1 • O we obtain 
- .010 < p < .0043 
Other estimates of the strength of the pseudoscalar interaction 
~~ D in ~ decay have been made by Brysk. He considered the two 4-forbidden 
decays of c14 and p32. In both these cases the Gamow-Teller matrix 
element is apparently very small. Brys~31pnroximates a lower limit for 
the pseudoscalar natrix element for these decays, assumes that the total 
decay goes completely by the pseudoscalar interaction)and thus obtains an 
upner limit for the pseudoscalar coupling constant. 
In the notation of Chapter I his results may be em ressed as 
follows: 
from c14 decay 
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from p32 decay 
Conclusions Regardine the Limits Obtainable from He6 Results 
We shall now attempt to express the l.imits set upon oL and ~ 
in our experiment f!S limits on the individual coupling constants~ in 
terms of some of the limitations on the coupling constants due to the 
invariance reauirements as presented in table I. 
All the presently available experimental evidence is consistent 
with the two component theory for the neutrino. Tte results of the ex-
periments of Wu et.at~) also indicate that Ci• ci' within ... 30 o/o. 
This theory is particularly attractive as an explanation of parity non-
conservation in interactions involving neutrinos. We shall therefore 
attempt to interpret our results in terms of tne two component theory 
both with and without invariance under time reversal, i.e. cases 4 and 
5 of table I. Actually if the two component theory is not assumed it 
is rather difficult to detennine any further relationships between Ue 
coupling cons tan ts otrer than tLose presented in terms of al and j:3 in 
the previous section. 
Interpretation i~ Tenns of the Two Component Neutrino Theory 
On the bas is of trie two component theory we have the relation-
ships 
C C I T .. + T 
according to cases 4 and 5 of table I. 
and C I p (9-1) 
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With the use of eqs. ( 9-J), the quantities ol and ~ reduce to: 
oL :: ~ Re(CAC~ + ~ c"' cp*) 
lCAf"'-t' I CTl1. 
(9-2) 
(9-3) 
Since only the relative phases between the couplinF; constants are 
observable we may redefine the coupling constants in the following manner: 
J ) (9-4) 
where all the Gi are taken as real numbers, and the ~lr are the 
ohases relative to the tensor phase. 
By substitution of eqs. (9-4) in eos. (9-2) and (9-3) we find that 
ol= (9-5) 
and 
...L G-, ~ $PT (I+ GA' )-l 
iM G-T G-.;- (9-6) 
The ~-2> angular correlation measurement~3"6n He6 indicate that 
G-e': J_ (9-7) 
:6': 3 G-1' i.. 
By substitution of this limit arrl of the numerical values of c0 and M 
in to the forms of eqs. ( 9-5) and ( 9-6) we obtain correlated expe rl mental 
limits on the quantities 




~ C-0--0 ePT G-T (9-9) 
given in graph of figure 19. 
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lnterpretation in Tenns of Two Component Theory and Invariance under Time 
Reversal 
If the Hamiltonian of 13 decay is invariant under time reversal 
then the phase angles of eqs. (9-5) and (9-6) may all be taken as e~ual 
to zero (the G. however may differ in sign). 
1 
In this case of... and 13 reduce to: 
) 
By the use of an iteration procedure which starts witb the maximum 
values of I cl l and l 13 \ permissible according to the graph of figure 18 
2 
GA 1 ~ ' 3 we obtain the graoh of fii:;ure ~·o 
GT 
and the assumption t rat 
~ 
which gives the correlated limits on ~ GT and consistent with the 
He 6 snectral shape and the assumntion that the ~ decay Hamiltonian is 
invariant under time reversal. 
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Agpendix A 
We here demonstrate the deriv-ation of eq. (1-14) from the eqs. (1-2), 
(1-5) and (l-10). Since the lllP.thematical techniques are similar for all the 
terms arr1sing in eq. (l-14) we shall demonstrate the derivation only 
for the parity conserving tensor interaction and for the Fierz interferen0e 
term between the tensor and axial vector interactions. 
Combining eqs. (1-2), (1-5), and (l-10) we have 
We now set all Ci and c1 ' :: 0 except for OT • Eq. (A-1) reduces 
to the following; 
Consider now the term 
) 
and. denote 
The (A-3) is eaual to 
r.- th ~ 
where '111 denotes the j component of the Dirac vector operator \] • 
The 2 2 denotes suromntion over the two nossible spin states of 
~ 'V 
the electron and neutrino. 
(A-3) 
The wave fUnctions~of the electron are the two positive energy solutions 
of the Dire,c eo.uation 
(Ao-6) 
corresponding to the two possible electron spin states. The wave functions fv 
are the two negative energy solutions of the Dirac equation. 
(A-?) 
( 'f~., 'f,., are normalized to one over the volume.!'l-and. we set.D.=J in the 
follo~-ng di_scussion.) 







2- /l..,, .... .a. (A-91 - -~ ..... \ -
<t • 
It is clear that 
/1 ~ = { lJf for positive energy states 
!.. (. 0 for negative energy states 
for positive energy 
for negative energy 
Thus (J\,.=5) reduces to 
IC..I .. ~ fv q~. >' 'r.~ ~~ 1'.., <P.. 'I'..,+ ~Iii Ae ll'._ <.~~ > (A-JO) 
• 
The spin summation can now be carried over the four possible spin and energy 
states of the electron and neutrino. 
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Summation over e_ and V states reduces (A-10) to 
(A-11) 
II 
we now demonstrate te evaluation of the trace(~v1 /\'llPV,·/lc:) • 
Tr (~G:1· (\ f3<J:. Ile) ::;. Tr ( P.. r.- ( Jo ...i. ) 
v l ~ l'"' \11· - ol , '7 -,8 + E f> yZ (- J, ~ + t)) 
=_I Tr~li1 ~Gi,-pli:.-; - I:(.'.~) . ,, 
'IE'b- 1 ' i f3 1 rJ. ., (3\ i -"'II (& G"i· (o1. j ) E +f80f ( .t>;) 11V.· ( .t. p ... ~ v, 'i M·f) i:J 
In order to evaluate the traces in expression (A-11) it is 
useful to note some of the properties of the 4x.J+ Dirac matrices 
and the traces of products of Dirac ma.trices as given below • 
A. 
B. 
c. '1. «; .:: f3t. =I 
D. f18 + Ap = 0 
,- \ ) f ol.. \ :: ~,· f 
oL\ o/1· ... ol·r.1.. I: J.. f. . 
J ' iJ° ) o( [3 + (3 o(j = 0 
E. (.t. °B)(J.C) = t8·C) -1- lf~·(B><t] 
F. TY'(.,{~) loo o 
T.- ( ~) = o 
Ti... (o(. cl ·) ':I y f. .. 
' j ~J 
Tr(ol,ot1~) .. o 
Tr l«~ ~1 ~.._)= o 
) 
fo"' o..I\ i., \ 
for All i.1i, )l 
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Tlws, 
Tr l (>\Ji ~Ii( E i) = Ei Tr ( Pfcl1 ~fol;) = EfTt-(-~ ".; p"-;) = Ef Ti-fr';~)= 'I Ef~· 
Tr( ~ Gf Iii ~) " (lr(llr"t pi;,;) = (fr{poti .t,) ,,_ o 
Tr (~Gf (t. ;) pG{ f) = j Tr ( ~(~ (./.'>j)f r~ = f1i-(-p.y(.1·J) l*4) ., f Tr{--y ~· 5x.) = o 
Tr( ~\i' j ~Iii {ii·\) E) = ET1·{ pf cli (:l(<i; Cd'.\))= - E Tr(Pol; po1; (.t·j}) = ETr{" ;J,·(J-f » = o 
Tr (~Iii~ (l .\h) = ETr (~f ~ rH.i ·\)) = E Tr (p a<;c1i (J. f) = - £Tt.( ~,l~~ p) = o 
Tr ( pv; (.i·~)~~ (J ·V) =Ji. (Pr aJ(ol. ')Pf'lj (.1 f) =-Ji. (Pol/;. j) (lrl, { itJ)"" -Uo)-tJ:;Xf fJ) 
-Tr (o1\(~·j )ci,/.1-f}} = -"fi.v~) + ifC1-f 1x"7J ][ct.p + i f.1. (l'xf)] "' 
= -Tr [ (!-; 'J.t · f) -[ o( ·fix jJ}[ii-Ct x f )] -1 (.H) i j ;;i. (tx f) +Ff Jf 7J ](t. ·f) 
= -1i (C~-~J(1·\) + Tr¢iii'«fx;)J[C(·~"xf)J) . 
Tr(L~·(1~ilJLJ {h~] ::; Tr(l1" i]) ·~•l l +; f~· JJ1 •'7 )vttxtJ~ = ~(MH•ll 
= ~~1-!-r,·';l-(?7.t)C'{-1))~ llJ·f ~ - 4 ~·fi . 
Thus collecting terms we have 
T"" (~~,(~·i)) ~~\lJ.,)J: 4(~·') ~~l - i17,i\ 
and 1~-s- ) Tr (~Iii/\.,, ~~i At) • ~<j + t",{'1 ., ;i - l. 'l'li11 
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Expression (A-11) reduces to' 
1e;r-2 [ ~ .r I ( ~ ~, .J 
ij 'i Ei ?'/ ·i tJ,J -oZ~. Ot° )_]\f3 v; /<j8 G/ > 
= JC,.!' f< f3V>1 "+ fj {t<pbt 'l·f - .2.[ 1 ·1 p*J [ \· ~~b 1) J 
Bquation (A-2) can now be written as follows: 
• 
The evaluation of the last term of the bracket of the above summat1on 
(414) 
on ia discussed from the classical point of view by Blatt and 
Weiskopf. The quantum mechanical evaluation of the sum is given in very 
general form by Wigner <45). In both oawea the results of the 
summation are: 
I l -i,.. Thia form contains all the terms of equation (l-14) with co-officients CT . 
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We now consider the interference term between the tensor and axial 
vector interactions (parity conserving terms only). From the form of 
eq. (A-1) , the interference term is given by: 
\1: ~ 2. c,,c; lf;+ (' ~ ~ ce-rv ~ <t>'V>*<~) t- C0"41p\<~ Co\i\j~ I 
.,.,f . • 
(A-12) 
We now note that according to Jlq. (l-12) 
• 
Thus the expression (A-12) reduces to 
3 
=~ ~ q"i; ><~V(~ [Trace (~II( llv'lfj /\.,) J (A-13) 
according to the same method used to obtain expression (A-11) • 
We now evaluate the Trace in expression (A-13) , 
Tr.ce ( f'><it /1.,, '1 ne)= Ti- (~Ii", ('-J·i - ~ .. £) \i· (-l·\ + q)) 
>tei ' \) 
= ~'\\._Tr (~~Si e\ - ~lli(.t·~ ~ i + ~~; (J.~} lif·\)+ ~Iii ~Vjlei·i) 
By the methods outlined above it is simple to show that all the terms have 
zero trace except for 
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fheref ore the expression (A-12) reduce• to 
Thi• ia juet the interference term between the parity coneerving tensor and 
axial vector interaction• in eq (l-14). 
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By using the notation developed above it can be shown that 
J)(D-t A X0+A ~I F(~) elx j x F(x)# __.!-
- X0-A ~ -H, • .Xo-4 }".+• F(')ll.. h 
;Yo+ AF(;<) rJ.?< J<o-A x~ 
(B-20) 
x.-. 
By obtm ning upper and lower bounds on the integrals in (B-24) (see footnete 2) 
it can be shown that 
• 
-----·--------------------------------------------------------------~ 




is easily obtained due to the special nature of the function F and the limits 
of integration. 
The conditions 
f()(.) ~ 0 ) 
lead to the following maxima and minima; 
b 
b"' f F{K)~ 
a. 
It 




The equation governing the connection between the snectrum 
measured by the snectrometer (as a function of magnetic fj eld strength 
H at some no int in the spectrometer) and the momentum distribution of 
electrons emitted by the source is: 
where 
S(H) "" JoOR(H, "J ) P( '7 )d.., 
0 
*7 = electron momentum 
H • mar;netic field 
S(H) = measured spectrum 
R(H,,) = response function of the spectrometer 
P( ~) • momentum distribution of the source 
(B-1) 
R(H, l' ) is defined operationally as the response of the spec-
trometer for a source whose spectrum P( i•) .. f ("f,} ; for this 
P(; )1R(H, f ) = S(H). The function R(H,71 ) can thus be determined 
experimentally by investigating the spectrum of an internal conversion 
line of momentum "'J, • R(H, "'7• ) is the measured snectrum of such a source. 
Hcwever, in order to determine P( 1 ) from S(H) for a continuous snectrum 
it is necessary to know R(H, "7 ) for all f . lf we consider a spectra-
meter and source arrangement conforming to the following conditions: 
A. 'I'he magnetic field shape is indenendent of field magnitude 1 
B. .'I'he geometry of the collimating or baffle system is un-
clianged when t.he field is varied, 
c. The angular distribution of electrons from the source is 
not a function of momentum) 
D. Scattering effects are neglected in R(H,'7 ) , 
then the flll'lction R(H, '7 ) has the simple property that 
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R(H, '7 )' • F {+) (B-2) 
We shall attempt to indicate the physical reasons tor this relationship. 
It follows from a consideration of the motion of electrons in magnetic 
fields and other purely geometric considerations: 
..1 ~ 
1. It can be shown that an electron of momentum { at r :s 0 
has a trajectory in an arbitrary magnetic field H(x,y,z) which is 
~ 
identical in space to the trajectory or an electron of momentum k( at 
~ 
r • 0 in a field kH(x,y, z) where k is a constant. This identity of 
trajectories is true for relativistic electrons if radiation ean be neg-
lected (as is the case for beta-ray spectrometer trajectories). 
2. Because of (1) any small (infinitesimal) bundle of possible 
electron trajectories which pass through the collimating or baffle sys-
tem corresponds te a fixed spread of values of --1- and a fixed selid 
angle at the source. From the operational definitien for R(H, ?J ) in 
terms ef the S(H) of a~ functien source relation (2) then follows 
directly. 
We shall attempt to prove that for all magnetic spectrometers, 





where k is a constant, 
is an excellent approxima.tien for the correct solutien of the integral 
equation (B-1) i~ the momentum region below several resolution widths 
from the end point of a continuous spectrum. 
We shall show that the approximation given in eq. (B-3) is 
valid under very general conditions which hold for all presently used 
variable magnetic field suectrometers. These conditions are 
A. 'I'he filllction R(H, J ) .. as discussed above • 
B. The function R(H;7 ) has a. value zero excent in a small 
range of values of /fH, i.e .. the full width of the function R( H,f ) 
is enly several per cent in H for a given f . Eq. ( B-3) is a geod ap-
proximation independent of the detailed shape of the function R(H, f ) . 
the 
2 Y' 
We shall demonstrate the validity of eo. (B-3) by calculating 
function G( 'YJ ) .. S( H ) in terms of the full fractienal width 
k H P( i ) 
of the resolution function R( H, Y) ) by the use of eo. (B-1) (the 
{ 
exact enuation). We shall show that G( ?")) differs from one by a auantity 
. I . 
significantly smaller than t"" (except in the region ef the end point). 
It should be emphasized that much smaller limits can be set on 
the deviation of G( '>'/ ) from the one we set here if certain more specific 
assumptions are made regarding the detailed nature of the function 
R( H, f ) , fer example its symmetry properties. 
(We have shown by numerical integration (see Chanter1!I. ) that 
for the particular resolution function of our thin lens snectremeter, if 
P( 'Y] ) is a simple allowed ~-spectrum, that below sev~ral resalution 
widths from the spectrum end point 
.999 < ex 1 ) < 1.001 . ) 
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Let us now consider the relation between S(H) for a continuou1 spectrum 
;p( f) . Perform a Taylor series expaneion for P(7) about 7, 
(B-4) 
(B-5) 
We now make use of the property of the function R(R~) a1 evidenced by Jllq. (B-2) 
and also change variables according to the definition; 
(:a-6) 
fhe identification can now be made between R and { in terms of the following 





J(H, X-'l,) f(){) cl~ =- D 
() 
(see footnote 1 
at end of ~ppendix B. 
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Then Bq. (:a-6) reduces to 
We define the constant K according to 
cO 





Let us define the bracket of Eq. (B-10) as G( {;) • Then 
We now consider the function G{~)· We sh.all show that if P(9'1) represents a 
continuous spectrum, if the resolution is good1and if we consider value2 of ~ 
at least several resolution widths from the end point of the spectrum , thE.t 
6-('YJ,) ~ l 
and therefore that 
(B-12) 
is an excellent approximation to the true solution of the integral equation {B-1). 
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By good resolution we imply that 
F(x) t- o 
(:S-13) 
Flx) =o X>X 0 +A 
)( <. 'Xo-4 
where ~ ::=. (L ~ •neral per cent 
Xo -
Bow, b7 the llemainder theor• tor the !qlor expaaaion we •7 out 
off the nm of eq. (B-10) at n = 2 ao that now 
XD..f-Jt-
G-( ?/ ,) = I t- 02--:Z-P<'."1,) ~f ]
11





Equation (B-lf is exact as long as we are sufficiently removed from 
the end point of the spectrum P(7) where P(7) is no longer analytic •• 
Now by the use of eq.(B-7) to relate H1 to 7, we find: 
(B-16) 
Now si. nee f{x)~o it can be shown that: (see footn•te 2' at end of appendix B) 
.) 
X~A XpA 1-.. F Cx) ~ j :x~ f(x)h 
------........ -~04~ 
[£F(J()ot>r 1-.. -I (B-17) 
Thus G h) is given by 
(B-18) 
If P(7J) is of the form then except within ) 
.N].0% of the momentum correponding to ~ , the bracket of ell(llatiom(B-18) 
.. 
is leas than 20. -Thus it is seen that in this energy range , arrl 
for a resolution of 2%, G( 1) differs from one by lei:is than 0.8% 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Footnote l; For the purposes of mathematical simplicity we have defined 
the relation between H and "1 according to eq. (B-7). In practice the 
identification is made by th~ use of & mathematically similar relation but, 
a physically totally different equation o That equation is 




It can,however, be shown that in the limit of good resolution H1 differs 
from H 1 ' by terms of order fl-'l-
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APPENDIX C 
Ef\f&O~ ,t,t Neon C.n taminan t en Lind ts ef cL and 8 
The Ne23 contaminant et the He6 is discussed in Chapter IV. 
The spectrum of Ne23 is subtracted from the gnss spectrum. of He6 + Ne23 
according to eq. (7-5). The Talue of Q in that equation is the percent-
age et Ne23 subtracted from the gross soectrum. It is shown in that 
section, that analysis of the upper end of the gross spectrum oroTides a 
Talue ef Q • 5.4 ! 1.0 e/e. 
The analysis ef the resulting spectrum with Q • 5.4 o/e fer 
limits en Fierz interferenee and pseudoscalar coupling is discussed in 
Chapter VIII. We have performed identical least squares analyses to 
determine both ol.. and~' using the He6 spectra resulting !rem eq. (7-5) 
with Q • 2.4 e/e, 4.4 e/•, s.4 .;., 6.4 e/e, and 8.4 .; •• 
-PLnalysis fer ~ (assuming 13 • 0) 
CurTes similar te those shown in figure 15 are giTen iR figures 
2la and 2lb for different values of Q. Figure 22 shows a curve of 
where .£ is that value obtained from the least square 
a 
fit with the appropriate parameters e. and ~. r (-b) • i b a is g Ten in 
eq. (8-8) and is calculated for each of the 25 least square fits. The 
points are plotted independently of the parameters used and are coded 
according to the values of the parameter Q. in Fig. 22. 
The results of these calculations shown in the figure 22 are 
to be interpreted as follows. 
l. The "best fit" for each value of Q determines the oara-
meter e. slightly differently for each Q. 
2. The value of b/a an1 the ouanti t;r ~ (E) obtained for the 
a 
best fit for each Q are essentially identical and independent of Q in 
the range considered. This is evidenced by the fact that the minimum 
•f the curve of ~ (E) vs b/a of figure 22 is independent of the value 
a 
of Q. 
This result can be explained in the follewing manner. The sub-
tractien of several per cent of the Ne23 f3 spectrum from the He6 ~ 
snectrum affects the He6 spectrum shape in the regions of sensitivity 
to the l/S correction factor by essentially multiplying the He6 spec-
' 
trwn by a function Yery Similar te (!~~~- ) 2 Where Ee is the true 
6 '· - ' t end point energy of the He spectrum and £. is slightly different 
from e• and depends unon the percentage of Ne23. Examinatien of eq. 
( 8-1) will show that rnultiplicati•n of a f3-spectrum by (Eo 
1 
- C! ) 2 ef-Se _, 
fects only the end point but not the "shaoe." 
Analysis for 13 (assuming J... • O} 
CurYes similar te these shown in figure 17 are given in figure 
23 for three values oi Q • 4.4, 5.4 and 6.4 o/e. Figure :t.4 shows a 
curve of ~ ( ~) vs ~ • As in figure 22, in this figure all values of 
parameter Q and 60 are again included and coded according to the para-
meter Q. 
As in the analysis for~ , it is seen that good fits of the 
experimental to the the•retic~l correction factor can be obtained enly 
c for a small region of· d independent •f Q. 
The envel•pe of points •n this plot is almost identical to that 
obtained fer Q • 5.4 •/• and the fit is thus insensitive to Q. 
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The critical regions in the fit for the pseudoscalar interacti•n 
cerrection factor are sufficiently different frem those for the l/f de-
pendence so that contrary te the analysis for J. , some values of Q can-
n•t lead to a good fit for i3 no matter what Talue of €0 is chosen. This 
results from the qualitative fact that the l/~ dependence for large Talues 
of J..- cannot significantly affect the shane of the upoer end •f the 
spectrum whereas the pseudoscalar correction factor has an effect u-p9n 
the upper energy regi•n. The upper energy region is the most seri•usly 
affected part of the soectrum as the Talue of 0 is varied. 
Conclusi•n 
FZ'ltm this analysis we c•nclude that the uncertainty in the ex-
perimental detenninati•n of Q (from the Ne23 Kurie plot in the regi•n 
'£ > ~x He6 produces an uncertainty in the value •f @0 for the He6 
spectrum •f order 0.02. mc2 (.Olt Mev) but pr0duces essentially n• un-
certainty in the limits of J.. and f3. 'I'his cenclusion is drawn from the 
fact that no matter what value of Q is chosen for the particular least 
squares fit, the best fit is always obtained with the same value of either 
J... or f3• 
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E =2 0 
Fig. 1. Correction factor for the ~ spectrum due 
to the emission of Inner Bremsstrahlung. ~o is the 
maximum energy (mc2 units) of the spectrum to be 
corrected and is the parameter for the different 
curves • 
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Fig. 2a. Kurie plot with Fierz 
interfererce compared with straight 
line. Normalized at E1 = 1.5 mc2 
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Fig. 2b. Maximum deviation of the 
straight line from the curved Kurie 
plots. The parameter b is the co-
efficient of 1 term in curved plot. 
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b = 1.0 
b=O.I 
b=.01 
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Fig. 4. Production system 























DECAY· SCHEME OF Ne23 
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11 (me units) 
Fig. 7. Distribution of electrons reaching the lens 









SCINTILLATION SPECTRA OF ELECTRONS TRANSMITTED 
600-
400-
BY THIN LENS SPECTROMETER 
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6 He MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION 
3 4 5 
I (ARBITRARY 
Fi~. 9. Electron spectrum of 
HeO taken with the thin lens 
spectrometer. All backgrounds 
external to the spectrometer 
have been subtracted. This 
spectrum still contains small 






























Fig. 10. C(iV is the resolution cor-
rection factor for an allowed spectrum 
with end point E':0 ,,.. 7 .8. The resolu-
tion width used is ~"'\/"\. = 2.8% full 
width at half :maximum. Note we have 
plotted C("t) - 1. 
"" ONE RESOLUTION 
WIDTH~ 
14 ~1 











2 4 6 
71(mc) 
Fig. 11. Momentum 
distribution of electrons 
from He6, Natural back-
ground and field dependent 
scattering background 
have been subtracted. 
Small Ne23 contaminant 
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Fig. 13. Momentum distribution 
of electrons from He6. All external 
backgrounds, scattering backgrounds 
and the small Ne23 contaminant have 
been subtracted. 
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1Fig. 15a. b/a is the least sguare value of the 
slope of the line p(-wV = E t11'\) vs 1/ c . ( eo-E) 2, 2 
b/a is plotted as a function of the t 0 used to 
calculate p(l). 
Fig. 15b. J (b/a) is the error in b/a calculated 
from the squares oi' the deviations of p(~) vs 1/4: 










Fig. 16a and 16b. The function p("l_) == (Eo-E)2 "Yl_2 F where P(YI.) is 
the momentum distribution of electrons from He6, and ~o == 7.845 mc2. 
The lines are t~e theoretical correction factors denoting the limits 
on a and ~ consistent with the experiment. 
• 
t' (77,a =.08, /3=0) ex [1 + ·~8 J 
• 
• • • 
t11 ( 'r), a= 0, (3 =. 00 4 5) oC r ( I - /3 ( 2E - E 0 - t)) l 
k -
• 











Fig. 17a. d/c is the least square value of 
the slope of the line p(~ vs (2 ~ - E0 - l/E). 
d/c is plotted as a function of the e0 
used to calculate p("'t)• 
Fig. 17b. J(d/c) is the error in d/c 
calculated from the squares of the deviations 
of p("t) vs (2~ - E0 - l/E) from the least 
square line for the particular ~0 • (d/c) is 
plotted vs E0 • 
.. 
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7.765 7.815 7.845 7.875 7.925 
Eo 
-.40 -.30 
Fig. lS. The shaaed region represents limits o 
the values of cX.,, and (3 6 consistent 



















Fig. 19. The shaded r~on represents limit o 
the values of '"'I and i 6consistent with the shape of the He spectrwn. 
The two component theory of the neutrino 
is assumed but no assumptions are made 
regarding invariance of the Hamiltonian 






Jig. 20. The shaded region represents limits on 
the values of GA/Gtr and G /G 6 
consistent with the shape gf the He 
spectrum • It is assumed that the 
Hamiltonian is invariant und.er time 

























Fig. 2la. Least square value of b/a 
plotted vs t 0 • The parameter Q is the 



























Fi.g. 22. ~ (b/a) plotted vs (b/a). The points are plotted 
irrespective of the value of E:o used to calculate p("'t,). The 
points are coded according to the value of Q. 
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Fig 23a. Least square values of 
(d/c) plotted vs ~0 • The 
parameter Q is the percentage 





Fig. 23b. d (d / c) plotted vs E. 0 for various values of Q • 












4.4% - x 
5.4,.o - O 
6.4% -:- fl 
Fig. 24. J (d/c) plotted vs d/c. The points are plotted 
irrespectj_ve of the value of E-0 used to calculate p(~) • 
The points are coded according to the value of Q. 
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